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standard, specification, or regulation.  Any inclusion of manufacturer names, trade names, or 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 Virginia planners have asked how other states have implemented multimodal (i.e., serving 

two or more transport modes) public-private partnership (P3) investments.  Accordingly, this study 

was designed to determine factors that cause P3 projects in other states to have or not have 

multimodal components.  Interviews were conducted regarding other agencies’ pursuit of 23 

candidate multimodal P3 projects in 10 other states including the District of Columbia: Alaska, 

California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maryland, Rhode Island, and 

Texas.  A complication is that pre-interview communications between staff of the Virginia 

Transportation Research Council staff and transportation agency representatives to set up the 

interviews showed that almost one-half of a larger sample of 35 P3s identified as such in the 

literature were not P3s—thus, the label “P3” is fluid.  The interviews showed that when agencies 

decide to pursue a multimodal project as a P3, a frequent reason is to obtain private financing.  

Other reasons are the speed of construction, the opportunity to obtain expertise in specific areas 

such as land development, and an enhanced ability to relate monies paid to quality of transit 

service provided.  However, when modes were being added to a P3 project, revenue was a reason 

for only a minority of projects: other reasons included multiple modes being a part of the region’s 

long-term vision, public opinion, and the project being inherently multimodal (e.g., redevelopment 

of an area supporting rental car parking and commuter rail).   

 

 Transportation may influence land development, and P3s are no exception, but the 

interviews showed variation in how land use impacts are considered.  In most decisions regarding 

multimodal P3s, land impacts were considered to some degree, but the reasons varied: no expected 

impact, more intense development in a particular location, impacts near the facility but no exact 

location pinpointed, and increased real estate values near the facility.  The interviews showed that 

aside from the environmental process (e.g., where the National Environmental Policy Act 

addresses impacts associated with scope), most P3s do not have specific points at which multiple 

modes are formally considered, in part because conditions evolve rapidly but also in part because 

multimodal aspects of the scope may be considered before the project becomes a P3.   

 

 The diverse nature of P3s suggests that an opportunity may exist for agencies to use a 

flexible process that encourages consideration of multiple modes at multiple decision points.  As 

one way of making this consideration easier to accomplish, this study examined how land 

development impacts can be evaluated for a multimodal P3 using a Virginia case study.  The 

reason for the case study was to determine how a multimodal P3 project affects nearby property 

values, with the rationale being that if an increase in value could be detected, then in other 

locations it might be possible to use an expected increase in land values to provide some funding 

for P3 projects—a process known as value capture.  In the case study, a hedonic price model 

detected the relationship between distance and property values after controlling for other factors 

such as property characteristics, the distance of the parcels from the P3 project, and changes in 

economic conditions.  The model suggested that a multimodal P3 project could increase residential 

and commercial property values, with market-adjusted values being slightly higher after 

construction than before construction.  Further, for residential properties, the model suggested that 

after construction, a parcel’s value drops by approximately $5 for each additional meter the parcel 

was located away from the express bus routes.  For commercial properties, after construction a 
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parcel’s property value decreased by approximately $300 for each additional meter the parcel was 

located away from the ramps for the high-occupancy toll lanes.  Because the models are sensitive 

to assumptions such as the size of the project impact area, this study was preliminary.  Eventually, 

however, the completion of additional studies may suggest how value capture can support 

multimodal P3 projects. 

 

Five conclusions may be drawn regarding P3 projects in other states: 

 

1. It is not unusual for a project’s status to change from P3 to non-P3: 10 of the 23 

projects for which interviews were conducted were found not to be P3s.   

 

2. Obtaining additional funds is not the sole reason for pursuing a P3.   

 

3. Milestones for considering multiple modes in P3s are not generally used: reasons 

include such decisions are part of the environmental review process and conditions are 

so fluid that milestones are infeasible.   

 

4. Land development impacts were considered in most (at least 18 of 23) of the projects, 

but the level of specificity varied by project, ranging from no impacts (3 projects), more 

intense development expected in a specific location (5 projects), some type of general 

land use impact but not necessarily tied to a specific location (8 projects), and some 

form of value capture from an anticipated increase in land value (2 projects).   

 

5. The conditions supporting a multimodal P3 are diverse and include the implementation 

of a region’s long-term vision, public pressure, and a unique opportunity to bring 

together stakeholders to create a project that was otherwise infeasible or to solve a 

specific problem.  Regarding a P3 in Virginia where land development impacts were 

examined in detail, based on the results of a preliminary model developed by the 

researchers, it was concluded that the P3 may have increased parcel values.  However, 

because the impacts on residential properties differed from the impacts on commercial 

properties and because these impacts varied by location, additional effort would be 

needed to use these findings to determine value capture.  

 

Because success for multimodal P3s is measured in different ways—financial viability 

always matters but other metrics have included transit performance and the potential impact on 

land development—and given that P3s are sufficiently new so that a role for new participants is not 

always clear—there may be merit to agencies considering multiple modes at multiple decision 

points as P3s are developed.  Accordingly, the study recommends that Virginia’s Office of Public-

Private Partnerships share the results of the interviews and the value capture case study, or excerpts 

thereof, as appropriate, with local, regional, and Virginia Department of Transportation planners.  

The reason is that there are a couple of opportunities during the project development process to 

consider multimodal components of P3 projects.  For example, other states’ practices collectively 

suggest that in a few (but not all) cases, explicit consideration of land development impacts can be 

one factor in implementing a P3 project.  In a few other cases in other states, factors other than 

financial viability, such as improved service quality, were important for implementing a P3 project.  
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By knowing about practices elsewhere, it is possible that there may be insights that are applicable 

to a given P3 project.  As discussed in this report, the high-level screening for P3 projects is one 

instance where local transportation plans can be related to P3 projects. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 A public-private partnership (P3) entails an agreement “between a public agency and a 

private sector entity that allows for greater private sector participation in the delivery and financing 

of transportation projects” (FHWA, undated a).  For example, Virginia’s Public-Private 

Transportation Act of 1995 (PPTA), as amended, was enacted in order to supplement public 

funding with private financing and encourage creative, timely, and less costly transportation 

projects.  Although the term “PPTA projects” is the recognized term in Virginia to convey public-

private partnerships, for consistency with other literature on this topic, this report uses the term 

“P3s.”   

 

 

The Attractiveness of P3s 

  

 At least 31 countries have an entity that is dedicated to supporting “government agencies to 

procure projects through a PPP process” (Istrate and Puentes, 2011), and over two decades, more 

than 2,000 P3s representing $887 billion existed worldwide (AECOM Consult, Inc., 2005).  P3s 

comprise a valuable delivery tool to increase private investment in transportation projects.  P3s 

have received attention in Virginia since the passage of the PPTA, with projects such as the 

Elizabeth River Tunnels, Dulles Greenway, Pocahontas Parkway, Transform 66–Outside the 

Beltway, Route 28, Route 288, I-495 Express Lanes, and I-95 Express lanes; Dotson (2014) 

described Virginia as a “leader in P3s.” 

 

 AECOM Consult, Inc. (2007) suggested that P3s with a multimodal component can yield 

greater societal benefits and increased private sector participation.  As an example of the latter, the 

multimodal component can improve access to economic development opportunities and more 

diverse financial markets for transportation investment.  Exemplifying the former, for the Regional 

Transportation District of Denver (2016) multimodal Colorado P3 project (which was a plan to 

expand transit service throughout the Denver area), every $1 invested in transit infrastructure 

translates into a $4 dollar return over a 20-year period.  In Virginia, the Elizabeth River Tunnels 

project is estimated by Elizabeth River Crossings (2016a) to generate between $170 and $254 

million in regional economic development benefits and more than 1,500 jobs (direct and indirect) 
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(Elizabeth River Crossings, 2016a).  The same project was also viewed as a way of encouraging 

public transportation by eliminating tolls for bus users and increasing the capacity of local ferry 

service, which would increase the attractiveness of transit (Crawford, 2013).  Multiple definitions 

of “multimodal” exist, but a simple one adopted for this study is “a facility that serves two or more 

transportation modes.”  One reviewer of this report noted that a project that serves both passenger 

traffic (e.g., an automobile mode) and freight traffic (e.g., heavy trucks) might also be considered 

multimodal given that although these all involve rubber tired vehicles, they are fundamentally 

different modes of transportation (A. Biney, personal communication, August 16, 2016). 

 

 Accordingly, P3s may be judged not only by their financial viability but also by their 

societal benefits.  For example AECOM Consult, Inc. (2007) cited previous research showing 

societal benefits of transit-oriented development.  These may include, for example, a reduction in 

traffic congestion and expenses for roadway infrastructure, more opportunities for affordable 

housing, an increase in retail sales and land values, and a reduction in crime near the transit 

facility.  For example, for the aforementioned Elizabeth Rivers Tunnels project, Nichols and 

Belfield (2016) reported a net reduction in delay at four river crossings of 32% (two for which 

tolls were added and two for which tolls were not added).  To be clear, an examination of the 

impacts listed by AECOM Consult, Inc. (2007) suggests that they may not all materialize 

immediately; for example, direct benefits (e.g., faster travel times between two locations by 

transit) may have latent secondary benefits (e.g., redevelopment of an economically depressed 

area.) 

 

Cautions of P3s 

 

However, any transportation project (including a P3) can have negative impacts.  For the 

aforementioned Elizabeth Rivers Tunnels project, Nichols and Belfield (2016) reported that 

although the addition of tolls at two river crossings (Midtown and Downtown tunnels) reduced 

delay there by 53%, the resultant increase in traffic at two other crossings (High Rise Bridge and 

Military Highway) increased delay at those two locations by 16%.  Such impacts can also 

include higher costs for commuters.  For example, a criticism in a newspaper of the Elizabeth 

River Tunnels project was that higher tolls were being levied at present to pay for future 

infrastructure (Layne, 2015); this later led to a renegotiation to reduce these tolls on the existing 

midtown and downtown tunnels in Portsmouth (Forster, 2015; Virginia Department of 

Transportation [VDOT], 2015e).  The allocation of risk is project dependent; in one instance, the 

public sector spent about 29% of the total cost ($400 million of a total cost about $1.4 billion) on 

environmental work before the project received approval for environmental documents (Watts, 

2014).   

 

In terms of financing, P3s are not a panacea: worldwide, roughly 40% of P3 projects 

initiated during the 1990s required that the contractual agreement be renegotiated, implying 

some type of project failure (Orr, 2006).  (This percentage includes not just roadway projects but 

also projects for other modes [e.g., rail, airports, and seaports] and dams [Orr, 2006].)  For 

instance, Virginia’s 1988 P3 effort—the Dulles Greenway project (an extension of the existing 

Dulles Toll Road from Dulles International Airport to Leesburg)—required such a renegotiation, 

with initial daily traffic volumes of 8,000 vehicles rather than the 35,000 forecast (Parsons 
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Brinckerhoff et al., 2015).  The Pocahontas Parkway (Route 895) P3 project also failed 

financially because of the unexpected low traffic, achieving only 42% of predicted levels in the 

year after opening (Grymes, 2014).  Reinhardt (2011) noted that few of the currently proposed P3 

projects can be financially self-sustaining if tolls alone are the only source of revenue, noting that 

the most “viable” P3 projects are often already taken by toll authorities or governments.  Vock 

(2015) noted that the cost of financing is one factor that affects the attractiveness of P3 projects 

(relative to building the same project but not as a P3).  On this matter, language from the 

Congressional Budget Office (2012) suggested that such costs may in fact ultimately be project 

specific and depend heavily on the particular agreement negotiated between the private and 

public sectors: 

 
The cost of financing a highway project privately is roughly equal to the cost of financing it 

publicly after factoring in the costs associated with the risk of losses from the project, which 

taxpayers ultimately bear, and the financial transfers made by the federal government to states and 

localities.  Any remaining difference between the cost of public versus private financing for a 

project will stem from the effects of incentives and conditions established in the contracts that 

govern public-private partnerships. 

 

 Just as costs may be project specific, so may risks.  Parsons and Rubin (2016) reported on 

other research suggesting that a contributing factor to the bankruptcy of the State Highway 130 

P3 (in Texas) may have been an over-forecast of the number of heavy trucks that would use the 

facility.  One can find relatively high hourly values of time for commercial motor vehicle drivers 

in the literature; for example, Smalkoski and Levinson (2005) reported a commercial vehicle 

value of time of $49.42 (which appears to be in 2003 dollars; conversion to 2016 dollars appears 

to yield a value of time of almost $65 per hour [Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016]).  Numbers 

from Trottenberg (2011) would suggest commercial vehicle travel time to have an hourly value 

of almost $28 per hour after adjusting for inflation.  For the State Highway 130 facility, however, 

drivers had a relatively “wide time window” to make their delivery and thus tended to take 

slower parallel routes that did not require a toll (Parsons and Rubin, 2016). 

 

 

Use of P3s Serving Multiple Modes 

 

Not surprisingly, P3s may tend toward a single transportation mode based on tolls: of the 

11 Virginia P3 projects at the procurement, construction, or completion stage as of 2016 listed in 

Table 1, almost one half focused on some type of tolling system, such as high-occupancy toll 

(HOT) lanes (Office of Transportation Public-Private Partnerships, 2014; Virginia Department of 

Transportation and Department of Rail and Public Transportation, 2015).  Whereas auto-oriented 

modes can generate a return on investment through tolls, other modes such as transit may require 

an operational subsidy.  Indeed, Arnold et al. (2012) implied that multimodal P3 solutions may be 

implementable to the extent that auto revenue can support transit.  Ankner (2008) noted that non-

compete clauses in concession agreements may hinder the provision of public transportation for a 

tolled facility.  For instance, Ankner (2008) noted one such clause that applied to the Pocahontas 

Parkway: if for the next 80 years VDOT built a competing “transportation facility” such as a 

highway or light rail line, VDOT would have to make up to the private partner any loss of revenues 

that resulted. 
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Table 1. Virginia P3 Projects (Underway or Completed) 

No. Name of P3 Toll Terminology
a
 Status in 2016

b
 

1 Transform 66–Outside the Beltway: 

Multimodal Solutions, I-95 to 

Haymarket 

HOV/HOT Procurement 

2 Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project - Under construction 

3 Elizabeth River Tunnels Toll Under construction 

4 Coalfields Expressway - Under construction 

5 Route 58 - Under construction 

6 Route 28 - Under construction 

7 I-495 Express Lanes HOV/HOT Completed 

8 I-95 Express Lanes HOV/HOT Completed 

9 Route 199 - Completed 

10 Pocahontas 895 Toll Completed 

11 Route 288 - Completed 

   HOV = high-occupancy vehicle; HOT = high-occupancy toll. 
a 
Indicates the terminology reported in Office of Transportation Public-Private Partnerships (2014) or Virginia 

 Department of Transportation and Department of Rail and Public Transportation (2015).
 

b 
Indicates status as of May 2016 based on a review of Office of Transportation Public-Private Partnerships (2014). 

 

Maloof (2014) showed that the benefits of P3s may be fundamentally different by mode: 

transit projects might generate revenue through increased land development rather than through 

tolls.  The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) (2010) noted that one misconception about 

P3s is that they are a revenue source: although tolls or some other type of user fee may make a P3 

viable, for transit modes, especially if an availability payment is used, some other revenue source, 

e.g., value capture (Maloof, 2014), may be required.  An availability payment entails the public 

sector providing a level of funding to the private sector to build and operate a facility at a certain 

service level; the FHWA (2010) suggested, for example, that an availability payment for a 

highway might be based on a private provider meeting certain criteria regarding pavement 

roughness and time for incident response. 

 

 A research need from the Virginia Transportation Research Council’s (VTRC) 

Transportation Planning Research Advisory Committee in 2012 conveyed an interest in knowing 

the feasibility of implementing multimodal P3s as reported in other states (VTRC, 2012).  At the 

time the research need was formulated, the term “PPTA projects” was used in Virginia to convey 

public-private partnerships.  An excerpt of this research need suggested that there might be 

opportunities to implement P3s if the lessons from other states could be considered in Virginia: 

 
PPTA projects will continue to be a vital funding mechanism for Virginia’s transportation 

infrastructure, and no TPRAC research project will affect that outcome.  However, there may be 

opportunities for Virginia to encourage multimodal considerations in PPTA projects that might 

otherwise not occur.  This research would examine PPTA projects in other states and ask (1) were 

such projects multimodal (if not, why not?) and (2) how the multimodal aspects were implemented 

for such projects.  (For example, project A might have included alternative modes as a way to 

“sell” the project to the community whereas project B might have included alternative modes 

because it increased revenue for bondholders.) 
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 The research need statement does not explicitly define “multimodal,” and it is apparent 

from examination of several projects that “multimodal” can be achieved in a number of ways.  For 

example, three potential P3 projects may be considered: 

 

1. The I-564 Intermodal Connector.  The purpose of this project is to realign I-564 such 

that a better connection is provided to Naval Station Norfolk and Norfolk International 

Terminals (VDOT, 2015a)—an intermodal freight facility that can handle truck, rail, 

and shipping modes.  One might argue that this connector is multimodal because it 

provides access for both automobile traffic (notably the 80,000 vehicles per day that go 

to or from Naval Station Norfolk) and truck traffic (taking 740 trucks from city streets 

in Norfolk) (McCabe, 2015); further, it is part of a suite of projects that remove at-

grade rail crossings such as between Route 337 and the Norfolk Southern/Norfolk 

Portsmouth Beltline Railroad (VDOT, 2015b).  Also by virtue of connecting to Norfolk 

International Terminals (Michael Baker Inc. et al., 2013), it connects truck traffic to an 

interchange point between rail and truck traffic. 

   

2. The I-495 Express Lanes.  In their first year of operation, high-occupancy vehicle 

(HOV) customers accounted for up to 9% of total traffic (Gilroy, 2013).  According to 

Gilroy, the term “up to” was used because 9% of total traffic comprised drivers of 

vehicles that did not pay a toll: these included HOVs, vanpools, and public 

transportation buses but may have also included exempt vehicles such as emergency 

responders).  

  

3. Transform 66–Outside the Beltway: Multimodal Solutions, I-95 to Haymarket 

(hereinafter Transform 66–Outside the Beltway) (VDOT, 2015c).  This project includes 

high-frequency bus service and commuter lots.  The underlying transit report from the 

Tier 2 Environmental Impact Statement (Kimley-Horn and CH2M, 2015) suggested 

between 4,400 and 5,800 commuter and rapid bus riders per day by 2025.   

 

 Clearly each of these projects is multimodal in that more than one mode is supported; 

however, the extent to which they are multimodal, as indicated in Table 2, may vary.  For instance, 

for the I-564 Intermodal Connector, the extent to which it is characterized as multimodal could 

depend, in part, on what happens to truck traffic after it arrives at the Norfolk International 

Terminals facility. 

 

 In sum, to answer the question of how other states have implemented multimodal 

components of P3 projects, at least three issues need to be considered.   

 

1. For multimodal P3 projects, two questions may be asked: What causes a P3 project to 

become multimodal?  What causes a multimodal project to become a P3?   

 

2. Given that many projects can at least provide some support to more than one mode, 

how multimodality is defined, as shown in Table 2, may affect the number of 

multimodal projects observed in other states.   
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3. The existence of non-compete clauses in some P3 agreements (Ankner, 2008) suggests 

that how project-specific factors facilitated (or inhibited) multimodal components is 

germane.  For example, given that Maloof (2014) noted possible land development 

impacts, one might ask whether other states have considered value capture as a way of 

enabling multimodal P3 projects. 

 
Table 2. Multimodal Components of Three Potential Virginia P3 Projects 

 

 

Project (Location) 

Multimodal Components 

(Beyond Single Occupant 

Auto) 

Ways to Quantify Use of 

Non-Single Occupant 

Autos 

 

Ways to Show Greater 

or Lesser Multimodality 

I-564 Intermodal 

Connector (Norfolk)  

Provides connection for heavy 

trucks to a freight (rail and 

truck) intermodal facility: 

Norfolk Intermodal Terminals 

740 trucks per day are 

removed from Norfolk city 

streets 

Change amount of truck 

traffic shifted to rail at 

Norfolk Intermodal 

Terminals 

I-495 Express Lanes 

(Fairfax and 

Alexandria) 

Provides for HOV and bus 

traffic 

Up to 9% of total express 

lane traffic was HOV, 

vanpools, and transit 

Change percent of express 

lane traffic that is HOV 

rather than HOT lanes 

Transform 66–Outside 

the Beltway (Prince 

William and Fairfax) 

Provides for HOV and express 

bus service 

In 2025, there may be up to 

5,800 commuter and rapid 

bus riders in corridor 

Change percent of traffic 

that uses express bus 

rather than HOT lanes 

HOT = high-occupancy toll, HOV = high-occupancy vehicle. 

 

  

 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

 

 The purpose of this study was to determine factors that cause P3 projects in states other 

than Virginia to have or not have a multimodal component.  The study had five objectives: 

 

1. Determine why multimodal projects in other states have been pursued as P3 or non-P3 

projects. 

 

2. Determine reasons for other states including multiple modes in an existing P3 project.  

 

3. Identify milestones other states have used for deciding whether to include or exclude 

multimodal components for P3 projects. 

 

4. Determine expected land development impacts of P3 projects in other states.  

 

5. Develop a method for forecasting how a multimodal P3 project will influence land 

development, and demonstrate this method with a Virginia case study.  

 

 

METHODS 

 

 Five steps were used to achieve the study objectives. 

 

1. Clarify research questions. 
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2. Select multimodal P3 projects that were candidates for the subject of an interview.  

Such projects were in states other than Virginia and were identified for the purpose of 

understanding how such projects came to incorporate multimodal components. 

 

3. Conduct interviews.  The interview subjects were staff affiliated with transportation 

agencies that implemented or intended to implement the projects noted in Step 2.  The 

purpose of the interviews was to determine how multimodal elements of P3 projects 

came to be included in such projects. 

 

4. Synthesize interview results and related literature.  The related literature was identified 

through examination of websites noted by interviewees, sources suggested by members 

of the technical review panel, and literature that appeared to the researchers to answer 

the questions noted in Step 1. 

 

5. Develop a value capture methodology and apply it to a Virginia case study. 

 

 

Step 1. Clarify Research Questions 
 

 In-person meetings with staff of Virginia’s Office of Transportation Public-Private 

Partnerships (now the Virginia Office of Public-Private Partnerships) and VTRC’s Transportation 

Planning Research Advisory Committee (in November 2013 and October 2014) suggested two 

broad areas of interest.   

 

1. To what extent are U.S. P3s multimodal?  A review of Litman (2012), Bielli et al. 

(2006), and Chen et al. (2011) led the researchers, for the purposes of conducting 

interviews of transportation agency staff for the purposes of asking such staff how P3 

projects came to include or exclude multimodal components, to define “multimodal” as 

stated previously: a facility that serves two or more transportation modes, recognizing 

that this definition does not indicate the degree of multimodality.  Later study showed 

the need to characterize multimodality by degree (e.g., a facility that carries 50% of 

passengers by bus and 50% by auto is more multimodal than a facility that carries 99% 

of passengers by bus and 1% by auto) rather than a binary “yes” or “no” statement, 

although the simplicity of the latter approach was suitable for the purposes of 

conducting interviews.  “P3” was defined as financed or operated through a partnership 

between at least one public entity and at least one private entity (FHWA, undated a). 

 

2. How were these multimodal components implemented?  Some modes, notably transit, 

require an operational subsidy.  Thus, there was interest in knowing other factors states 

use to evaluate P3s, such as economic development, safety, and productivity impacts. 
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Step 2. Select Multimodal P3 Projects That Were Candidates for the Subject of an Interview 
 

 Initially, 135 P3 projects were identified based on a review of the literature (e.g., AEM 

Consult Team, 2007; Center for Transportation Public-Private Partnership Policy, 2014; U.S. P3 

Deal Flow Suffers from Delays, Attrition, 2015); project lists (e.g., InfraPPP, 2013, 2014; Office of 

Transportation Public-Private Partnerships, 2014); and funding from the Transportation 

Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program (e.g., FHWA, , 2014; U.S. Department 

of Transportation, undated).  Funding from the TIFIA program does not necessarily mean that a 

project is a P3, but it can be an indicator of that status (Lee, 2012) as the TIFIA program 

encourages private investment in transportation infrastructure (U.S. Department of Transportation, 

2015).  Then, from these 135 projects, candidate projects were identified if four criteria were met: 

 

1. One additional source indicated the project was a P3.  Sources included (1) unsolicited 

proposals; (2) requests for proposals; (3) requests for qualifications; (4) documents 

associated with the environmental review process (such as a draft or final 

environmental impact statement or a record of decision; (5) information on websites 

maintained by a state department of transportation, the U.S. Department of 

Transportation, or entities that had a history of studying P3 projects (e.g., Center for 

Transportation Public-Private Partnership Policy, 2014; FHWA, , 2014; InfraPPP, 

2013); and (6) direct inquiries from the researchers by email to the director, manager, 

or coordinator of the P3 office or related division of select state departments of 

transportation.  The researchers did not contact all state DOTs but rather sought to 

contact as many as possible in order to balance two competing objectives: having 

enough P3s where interviews could be conducted and having few enough P3s such that 

there would be sufficient time for additional analysis after the interviews had been 

completed. 

 

2. The project was in a state that as of 2014 had enacted P3 legislation or had a P3 office 

or division.  As of February 2014, 33 states and Puerto Rico had enacted laws 

authorizing P3s for transportation projects (FHWA, undated b; Rall, 2014).  As of 

August 2014, 14 states had P3 offices or related divisions as determined by viewing 

their websites.  (The researchers did not record whether these P3 offices were housed 

within the state department of transportation or some other entity.)  The researchers 

also included projects in Washington, D.C., as candidates despite not knowing if they 

met this criterion.  That said, as of 2015, Washington, D.C., did have a P3 office 

(DC.gov, 2015, 2016).  

 

3. Either the project’s description or related literature suggested the project was 

multimodal as defined in Step 1. 

 

4. The project was not located in Virginia.  (To be clear, a Virginia case study was 

considered in Step 5, but for the purposes of interviews, only non-Virginia projects 

were used.) 
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After the projects were screened based on these four criteria, one project was added despite 

the state not having P3 enabling legislation and a P3 office (FHWA, undated b; Rall, 2014): Rhode 

Island’s InterLink, which appeared likely (in the researchers’ opinion) to be a P3 given its 

involvement of private sector modes such as car rental facilities.  (However, as discussed later, the 

researchers could not confirm this was a P3 until the question was posed during the interview.)      

 

It was also determined that what had been thought to be 3 separate projects were in fact 

part of a single megaproject (Colorado’s FasTracks).  Step 2 thus yielded 35 candidate multimodal 

P3 projects.  Efforts were made to interview agency staff familiar with the 35 candidate projects.  

An interviewee could be affiliated with a state department of transportation (e.g., the Georgia 

Department of Transportation), a regional transit service provider (e.g., the Regional 

Transportation District), a locality (e.g., Pasco county), or an entity directly affiliated with 

delivering the project that was not necessarily a public sector entity (e.g., Atlanta Beltline, Inc.)  

Interviewees were thus affiliated with an agency that provides some type of transportation service.  

For 12 projects, interviews were not scheduled: for 6 of these projects, the potential interviewee 

indicated the project was no longer a P3; for the remaining 6 projects, it was not possible to 

identify a person who was able to grant an interview.  For the 23 projects for which an interview 

was granted (see Table 3), questions similar to those listed in Step 3 (see Table 4) were posed. 

 

The project titles shown in Tables 4 through 8 initially came from the websites from which 

the researchers had learned about the projects.  In some cases, the websites were specific to the 

project and were not directly linked to a transportation agency, e.g., a website maintained by 

Atlanta Beltline, Inc. (2017) that used the project title “Atlanta Beltline.”  In other cases, the 

websites were specific to a project but were clearly linked to a transportation agency, e.g., “High 

Desert Corridor,” which is used by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 

Authority, known also as “Metro” (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 

2017).  In other cases, the project was described by an external source, e.g., “CREATE,” which 

described the P3 project run by the City of Chicago (FHWA, undated c).  In some cases, two or 

more sources used a different name for a given project, e.g., InfraPPP (2014) referred to the “I-4 

Ultimate P3 Project whereas FHWA (undated d) referred to the “I-4 Ultimate Project,” which can 

be accessed from a list of P3 projects (FHWA, 2016).  Thus, when interviewees provided a 

different name than that used by interviewers, the name provided by interviewees was used in this 

report.  For example, the researchers had referred to a project as the SR 54-56 Toll Road 

Concession; however, an interviewee used the term “54 Express,” so that name was used in Tables 

4 through 8.  There was a simplification made for the 14th project shown in Table 3: although the 

name during the interview had been “Atlanta Beltline P3,” because that project was found not to be 

a P3, the name “P3” is not shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3. Projects for Which Transportation Agency Staff Were Interviewed
a 

 

No. 

 

State 

 

Project (No. of Interviewees)
b
 

 

P3?
c
 

Phone or Email 

Interview Date 

1 Colorado I-70 Mountain Corridor (1) No May 30, 2014 

2 Georgia Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal (1) Yes June 13, 2014 

3 Colorado Regional Transportation District (RTD) FasTracks (2) Yes June 18, 2014 

4 California Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center (1) No June 18, 2014 

5 Colorado US 36 Express Lanes Project (1) Yes June 20, 2014 

6 California High Desert Corridor (1) Yes September 17, 2014 

7 District of Columbia Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project (1) No September 24, 2014 

8 Alaska Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel (1) Yes September 24, 2014 

9 Florida Miami Intermodal Center (1) Yes October 3, 2014 

10 Georgia Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT (1)   Yes October 21, 2014 

11 Florida 54 Express (2) No October 20, 2014 

12 Florida I-4 Ultimate P3 Project (3) Yes October 20, 2014 

13 Rhode Island InterLink Project (2) Yes October 20, 2014 

14 Georgia Atlanta BeltLine (3)
e
 No October 22, 2014 

15 Maryland Light Rail Purple Line P3 (1) Yes October 30, 2014 

16 Florida I-595 Express Corridor (1) Yes November 14, 2014 

17 Illinois Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project 

(1,1)
d
 

No November 17, 2014
d
 

June 1, 2015
d
 

June 2, 2015
d
 

June 10, 2015
d
 

18 Illinois CTA 95th Street Terminal Improvement Project (1,1)
d
 No 

19 Illinois Chicago O'Hare International Airport (1) No 

20 Illinois  Chicago Region Environmental and  

Transportation Efficiency Program (CREATE) (1,1)
d
 

Yes 

21 Texas SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll Concession (1) Yes January 21, 2014 

22 Texas Katy Freeway Reconstruction (1) No January 15, 2015 

23 California Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project (1) No June 3, 2015 

HOV = high occupancy vehicle; BRT = bus rapid transit, CTA = Chicago Transit Authority. 
a 
Six projects from 35 candidate multimodal P3 projects are not shown because pre-interview communications with 

transportation agency staff indicated the projects were not P3s: Highway Goods Movement Package PPP Projects 

(California); 91 Express Lanes (California); South Capitol Street Corridor Design-Build Project (Washington, D.C.); 
Eleventh Street Bridge Project (Washington, D.C.); Washington Metro Capital Improvement Program (Washington, 

D.C.); and Charlotte Gateway Station (North Carolina). 
b
 Project titles used in the table were those the researchers had obtained from various websites and then subsequently 

used in communications with interviewees (unless interviewees changed the project title in which case the new project 

title is used).  Interview information is current as of the time the interview was conducted.
 

c
 Although the researchers, before conducting the interviews, thought that all projects listed in the table were 

multimodal P3s, a “yes” indicates the interviewee confirmed that the project was indeed a P3 and a “no” indicates that 

the project was not a P3. 
d
 The first interview for the 4 Illinois projects occurred at the same time with one person.  Then, because the 

interviewee suggested other persons should be contacted for additional information, additional queries by email were 

conducted for the Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project (June 1, 2015) and the CTA 95th Street 

Terminal Improvement Project (June 2, 2015), and a telephone interview with another person was conducted for the 

Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program (June 10, 2015).  
e
 At the time of the interview, Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine project interviewees were considering the feasibility of 

adopting a P3 approach.  Later communications with one interviewee (Atta, 2015) revealed that this project is not being 

pursued as a P3 because of the cost of implementation; however, Atta (2015) noted this decision might be reconsidered 

in the future. 
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Step 3. Conduct Interviews 

 

 As indicated in Table 3, interviews related to the 23 projects were conducted: 18 initial 

interviews by phone, 2 initial interviews by email (at the interviewee’s request), and then 3 

additional follow-up communications (1 interview by telephone and 2 queries by email).  Table 4 

shows the two types of interviews that were conducted: a project-specific interview (for P3 

projects) and a general interview (for non-P3 projects).  At least two staff from VTRC were present 

for each phone interview. 

 

 Permission was sought from interviewees to record the interview.  Then, based on notes 

taken by the researchers during the interview and the recording, a transcript was made.  The 

transcript was then converted to a summary that, along with any necessary follow-up questions, 

was sent to interviewees for verification (except for the instances where questions and answers 

were provided by email.)  The summaries from the interviews totaled approximately 75 pages: 

some interview notes provided very limited information such that the notes were less than a page 

and others providing substantial detail such that six pages of notes were resulted.  (For example, in 

the interview regarding Rhode Island’s Interlink Project, seven questions were posed, with the last 

question pertaining to mode shares by rental car, commuter rail, and auto/taxi.)   

 

If an interviewee was unavailable to provide a verification (e.g., in the case of the Texas 

SH183 project, the interviewee left the Department of Transportation after the interview but before 

verifying the notes), the researchers sought to provide another person in the same agency with the 

interview summary.  In those cases the individual could not verify exactly the information 

provided in the interview but could indicate whether the information appeared to be correct given 

what the individual knew about the project.  In one case, verification was obtained only after 

providing the interviewee with a draft copy of the final report; thus, rather than the interview 

summary being verified, the draft report’s contents (with respect to the particular project) were 

verified.  That said, for all 23 projects, the researchers either obtained verification (often with 

modifications) from the interviewees or were able to reach another individual who could indicate 

that the information in the summary appeared to be correct.  The purpose of this verification was to 

ensure that the interview notes, as understood by the researchers, were accurate. 

 

 

Step 4. Synthesize Interview Results and Related Literature 

 

 Each interview summary was reviewed to obtain four pieces of information: (1) factors that 

determine whether a project is pursued as a P3; (2) reasons for including multiple modes; (3) the 

presence of milestones for deciding whether to incorporate multimodal components; and (4) 

expected land development impacts.  Because the interviews were open-ended discussions, it was 

not unusual for these four pieces of information to be found in different sections for each interview, 

and the researchers sought to group similar responses to the extent possible.  
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Table 4. Interview Question Template and Target Audiencesa 

Type Details 

Project-

specific 

interview 

Target 

audience 

A person who could discuss P3 project-specific details.  This interview was conducted if the candidate project from Step 2 was confirmed to be a P3 

by the interviewee. 

Sample 

questions 

1. Why did the Rhode Island Department of Transportation pursue the InterLink project as a public-private partnership? 

[If clarification is needed, the following may be stated.]  What were the key factors that led to pursuing this as a P3?  Clearly P3s are an 

opportunity to leverage private sector resources, but is there any unique justification for this project that outside observers might not be aware 

of? 

2. Are there project developments milestones where decisions are made to include or exclude alternative modes? 

[If clarification is needed, the following may be stated.]  We asked this question because in Virginia it is possible for a given mode, such as Bus 

Rapid Transit (BRT), to be proposed in one phase and then eliminated in another phase.  [Then if they ask what phases are used in Virginia, this 

may be stated:]  Typically, in Virginia, P3 projects use 5-phase process, which is identification, screening and prioritization, development, 

procurement, delivery.  b 

3. To what extent does consideration of multiple modes influence how a P3 decision is made? 

[If the interviewers believe that the above question is confusing or not helpful, the following may be asked instead of, or in addition to, Question 

3.]  

In general, what factors lead you to consider multiple modes in a given project?   

For example, a given project might have included multiple modes as a way to increase revenues for stakeholders. 

Do you have any reasons to involve multiple modes in this project? 

4. What are the expected land use impacts? 

Land use impacts include any changes in population, the use of land (for example, changing residential area to commercial area), or land values 

around the InterLink project including rail stations and park-and-ride facilities. 

General 

interview 

Target 

audience 

A person who could discuss the state’s approach to P3s.  This interview was conducted if the candidate project from Step 2 was ultimately found not 

to be a P3 project. 

Sample 

questions 

1. I want to confirm that the I-70 Mountain Corridor Project will not be pursued as a public-private partnership. 

2. Does Colorado have a standard process for developing a P3 project?  Here in VA, we have a phased process which starts with identification, 

the second step is screening and prioritization, third step is development, fourth step is procurement, and the fifth step is delivery.  b 

3. VDOT is interested in the multi-modal aspects of P3 projects and surprisingly, there are not that many that have multi-modes that it looks like 

this is at least going to have multi-mode features.  We noticed that in some of the reference work they were talking about, buses, rails or the 

advanced guideway system (high speed rail).  So to what extent does that effect whether CDOT is going to do a P3 or not? 
a Although the questions shown served as a template for conducting the interview, additional or fewer details were sought based on the interviewee’s familiarity with a given project or 

process.  For example, in one interview (regarding FasTracks), Question 2 was posed first (with a short follow up to clarify that this was a P3 project and a clarification that answered 

Questions 1 and 3) and Question 4 was posed last (consistent with Table 4); however, the bulk of the interview focused on the nature of the concession agreement given the 

interviewee’s expertise in this area.  In another interview (Florida’s 54 Express) the project was found not to be a P3, however, expected land use impacts (e.g., Question 4 from the 

project-specific interview set) was posed given the interviewees’ experience in this area.  In another instance (regarding the 54 Express), Question 2 regarding project development 

milestones was not posed, which left time for the interviewers to ask about the history of that particular project. 
b This table reflects the questions posed during the interviews starting in 2014.  Since that time after the interviews were completed, however, internal review comments for this report 

show that the 5 phases for P3s in Virginia are identification, screening, development, procurement, and implementation (Cromwell, 2016).
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 For example, in the response to Question 4 (which pertained to land use as shown in Table 

4) for the Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center (ARTIC), interviewees noted that 

the city’s vision for ARTIC had been in existence for two decades in terms of supporting a mixed 

use area; in response to Question 3 (concerning multiple modes), the interviewees had noted that 

this vision also included an intermodal transportation center.  For the Northwest I-75/575 

HOV/BRT project, interviewees had noted the use of “future transit plans” in response to Question 

3.  In summarizing this information for Item 2 (reasons for including multiple modes), the 

summary table in this report (Table 6) lists both these projects as exemplifying the reason that 

multiple modes are part of the long-term vision for the region. 

 

 Information from the interviews related to an unexpected finding—the potential value of a 

more structured process for inclusion of other modes—was also documented.  In several cases, the 

researchers supplemented the interview summaries with a review of project documents (often 

suggested by interviewees) in order to understand better the interview content, and in those cases 

these project documents have been cited in the reference list and in the Results section. 

 

 A meeting with the study’s technical review panel on September 24, 2015, resulted in the 

suggestion that mention of Virginia projects with innovative financing techniques be noted, as 

appropriate, when summarizing the interview results.  Accordingly, information from the literature 

concerning six Virginia projects was obtained: Elizabeth River Tunnels (Elizabeth River 

Crossings, 2016a, 2016b), Dulles Greenway (Parsons Brinckerhoff et al., 2015), Pocahontas 

Parkway (Grymes, 2014), Transform 66–Outside the Beltway (VDOT, 2015c), Route 28 (Route 

28 Corridor Improvements, LLC, 2014), and Route 288 (Kozel, 2005).  Information from a 

seventh Virginia project—the I-495 Express Lanes (Gilroy, 2013)—was also extracted for use with 

a subsequent step in this study.  In the results section of this report, when information was obtained 

regarding Virginia projects and not from the interviews, the Virginia projects have been referenced 

accordingly, with the Virginia projects placed at the end of each subsection of results. 

 

 

Step 5. Develop a Value Capture Methodology and Apply It to a Virginia Case Study 

 

 A methodology was developed for evaluating land development impacts by multimodal P3 

projects where the distance to express bus routes and HOT lanes was considered a key determinant 

with which a given location was assessed.  The underlying assumption of this methodology is that 

if a multimodal P3 project changes the ease of traveling, then such a change should be reflected in 

newly calculated property values.  If such a change is statistically significant, then the increase 

could be used in a value capture mechanism in the future.  To account for the fact that the 

economic recession of 2007 occurred during the study period, the market change rate, described in 

the Appendix based on data provided by Fairfax County (2006, 2007, 2013, 2014) estimated the 

median and average market values of residential properties, was used to examine how proximity to 

the P3 project affected property values during the before period; this relationship of property to 

value to price was then examined during the after period. 
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 The methodology has four major components.   

 

1. Develop the hedonic price model.  One way that a multimodal P3 project may affect 

land values is by changing the ease of travel between one location and another; also, in 

the long run, the P3 may alter the balance between the residential locations (e.g., 

households) and the commercial locations (e.g., firms that provide employment 

opportunities or services for members of those households).  This determination can be 

made through the use of a hedonic price model.  Hedonic price theory basically 

assumes that the price (or rent) of a property is a function of several sets of 

characteristics that collectively describe the property; examples of such characteristics 

are the quality of construction, quantity or size of buildings, and property’s location 

within the relevant real estate market (Iacono and Levinson, 2013).  Two main data 

sources were necessary: multiple years’ parcel-level property information including 

property values and attributes (e.g., the number of bedrooms in a residence), and 

distances between each property and the multimodal P3 project.   

 

2. Construct the multimodal transportation network.  The multimodal transportation 

network is necessary to accommodate the attributes of multiple modes in a given area.  

To ensure the repeatability of the methodology, non-proprietary or otherwise “open” 

data sources were actively used, such as OpenStreetMap (Undated) and the General 

Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) (GTFS Data Exchange, 2015). 

  

3. Establish the impact boundary.  There is no exact guideline to designate the suitable 

impact boundary, but to capture the impacts by a multimodal P3 project, a proper 

impact boundary needed to be established considering the disamenities of the project, 

i.e., negative localized effects of the transportation facility such as noise, fumes, or 

vibration.   

 

4. Select study variables.  To establish a model evaluating the changed property values (as 

a dependent variable), independent variables, otherwise known as explanatory 

variables, needed to be defined that could help differentiate the P3 project impacts on 

property values from other sources that might also affect property values.  For example, 

one such variable might be the number of stories in the building situated on a land 

parcel.  

 

 The proposed methodology was applied to one site in Virginia selected after the researchers 

reviewed data availability and locational importance of several multimodal P3 projects in the 

United States.  Because the county in which the P3 project was situated had seen an actual overall 

decrease in property values of 20.9% from the before period (2006-2007) to the after period (2013-

2014), the “before” property values were reduced by 20.9% to control for the actual overall change 

in economic conditions as described in the Appendix.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

 The lessons learned from the reviewing the 75 pages of notes from the interviews for the 23 

projects (including additional communications with interviewees outside the initial interview and 

related literature)  and the development of a value capture methodology that could be applied to 

Virginia are presented with respect to five categories: 

 

1. factors that determined why a multimodal project was pursued as a P3 or a non-P3 

 

2. reasons for including multiple modes in a P3 project 

 

3. milestones used to determine whether multimodal components should be included in 

the P3 project 

 

4. expected impacts of the P3 project on land development  

 

5. a Virginia case study regarding the application of the value capture methodology 

developed in this study. 

 

Factors That Determined Why a Multimodal Project Was Pursued as a P3 or a Non-P3 

 

 Of the 23 projects examined, 13 were P3s, and 10 were not.  Table 5 shows the reasons for 

a multimodal project being pursued as a P3 or non-P3 as expressed by the interviewees.  Note that 

Table 5 shows 19 bullets for projects with a P3 status rather than 13 bullets because four projects 

(Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, FasTracks, Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger 

Terminal, and I-4 Ultimate P3 Project) appear twice as two reasons apply to those projects, and 

Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT appears three times.  Similarly, as is shown in Tables 6 through 8, a 

project may appear in a table more than once if there are multiple reasons for the project meeting 

the conditions given in the table.) 

 

Reasons for a Multimodal Project Being Pursued as a P3 

 

 Not surprisingly, the most common reason interviewees gave for pursuing a project as a P3 

was to obtain private assistance: this reason applied to most (10 of the 13) P3 projects listed in 

Table 5.  For example, Florida’s I-595 Express Corridor required approximately $1.4 billion—

compared to about $0.7 billion available in the public sector work program.  Based on the results 

of the Colorado US 36 interview, the researchers learned that even if a shortfall is not apparent, the 

private sector involvement can address risk.  That is, the interviewee stated that although Colorado 

obtained subsidies from local governments, federal sources, and the TIFIA program, Colorado 

recognized that there was a significant risk that the toll revenue would not always cover the 

operations and maintenance costs for the US 36 Express Lanes.   
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Table 5. Reasons Given by Interviewees for a Multimodal Project Being Pursued as a P3 or a Non-P3a  

Status Reason Project  

P3 Obtain private sector financial 

assistance 
 Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal, Georgia 

 US 36 Express Lanes, Colorado 

 High Desert Corridor, California 

 InterLink, Rhode Island 

 I-4 Ultimate P3 Project, Florida 

 Miami Intermodal Center, Florida 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll Concession, Texas 

 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

 Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, 

Illinois 

 FasTracks, Colorado 

Increase speed of construction  Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 I-4 Ultimate P3 Project, Florida 

 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

Obtain expertise appropriate for this 

effort 
 Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal, Georgia 

 Maryland Light Rail Purple Line P3, Maryland 

 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

 Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska 

Improve service quality  FasTracks, Colorado 

Non-P3 Became non-P3: lack of financial 

viability was a contributing factor 
 I-70 Mountain Corridor, Colorado 

 Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, California 

 54 Express, Florida 

 Atlanta BeltLine, Georgia 

Became non-P3: incompatibility of 

design could have become a 

contributing factor 

 54 Express, Florida 

Was never a P3  Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, California 

 Katy Freeway Reconstruction, Texas 

Reasons unknown  Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project 

 Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project  

 Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 95th Street Terminal Improvement 

Project 

 Chicago O'Hare International Airport 

HOV = high occupancy vehicle; BRT = bus rapid transit; CTA = Chicago Transit Authority. 

a Project titles used in the table were those that the researchers had obtained from various websites and then subsequently used in 

communications with interviewees (unless interviewees changed the project title in which case the new project title is used).  

Interview information is current as of the time the interview was conducted. 

 

 As another example, Colorado’s FasTracks involves about $1.6 billion from the public 

sector and an almost additional $0.5 billion from the private sector in debt and equity.  For the 

Miami Intermodal Center, the public entity (Florida DOT) undertook the loan on behalf of the 

private entity (a car rental facility); the load is recovered via a customer facility charge 

administered by the county.  The state DOT’s interest was in relieving traffic on local streets 

(which was reduced through consolidating the car rental facilities.)  In at least one case, the need 

for private sector involvement was not initially apparent: it was not realized that California’s High 

Desert Corridor project would be a multi-billion dollar effort until the environmental and 

preliminary engineering processes were underway.  Rhode Island’s InterLink and Florida’s Miami 

Intermodal Center are fundamentally private: rental car agencies are a major landowner in those 

locations.  (A similar rationale applies to the Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation 
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Efficiency Program, which has a fundamentally private component—freight railroads—who are 

contributing funds “commensurate with their expected benefits.”) 

  

 Table 5 shows three additional reasons given for pursuing a project as a P3.   

 

1. Construction time.  This reason was given for four of the 13 P3s in Table 5.  Without a 

substantial quantity of private funds (about one-half the total project cost), Florida’s I-

595 Express Corridor would have been broken into 15 segments that would have been 

built incrementally over a 20-year period—such that capacity benefits for through 

traffic might not have been realized for two decades.  The P3 approach shortened the 

time frame to about 5 years.  For Alaska’s Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, 

accelerating construction was critical: the interviewee noted that the federal 

government altered rules that previously had permitted the hauling of cars on flatcars, 

meaning that some other approach for providing access to a relatively remote area was 

needed.  This reason was also mentioned as a consideration for one non-P3 in Table 5: 

for Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine, the P3 approach was considered because it could 

shorten the projected time frame from 17 to about 10 years or less.  The Mayor’s Office 

of Communications (City of Atlanta, 2013) further noted that pursuit of this project as a 

P3 would make certain elements—light rail transportation as well as parks and walking 

trails—be built faster than would otherwise be the case.  Expedited project delivery was 

also noted for the Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT.  For the I-4 Ultimate P3 project, 

interviewees noted that the “time frame is especially acute” because without the P3 

model, the 21 mile series of improvements would have to performed as six separate 

projects—and a schedule that maximized constructability (e.g., coordination between 

adjacent contractors) might not be the same as a schedule that maximizes drivability 

(e.g., motorists would not want to have a section of express lanes, then a gap, and then 

another section of express lanes). 

 

2. Private sector expertise.  This reason was given for 4 of the 13 P3s in Table 5.  The 

Georgia DOT sought a master developer for the Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal 

Passenger Terminal project who could partner with other land developers; the state 

wanted experience in such multimodal terminals.  Given that the Maryland Light Rail 

Purple Line P3 requires coordination among the design, build, operations, and 

maintenance phases to account for the life cycle needs of the full project, private sector 

experience from transit projects worldwide was an asset.  For the Northwest I-75/575 

HOV/BRT, interviewees also noted that the P3 process allowed the “introduction of 

alternative technical concepts.”  For the Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska, the 

private sector involvement yielded one other benefit: because the contractor operated 

the facility for an initial period (as part of the construction contract prior to turning it 

over to the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities), the contractor 

solved certain “bugs” in the system.  For instance, interviewees noted that one problem 

was with the ice melt system, which required additional plumbing and design. 

 

3. Better transit service quality.  Although it had invested hundreds of millions of dollars 

in the project, the private sector did not want to take the fare box revenue risk.  Rather, 
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a public transit provider, the RTD, will make performance-based payments to the 

private sector.  These payments will be based on metrics such as frequency of service 

(15-minute headways or better), on-time performance, cleanliness of vehicles, and 

safety record.  In short, the desire to improve transit service quality explicitly 

influenced the concession agreement between the public and private entities. 

  

 Although Virginia P3 projects were not included in the survey, Virginia’s Elizabeth River 

Tunnels project benefitted from a shorter construction time under the P3 structure (Elizabeth River 

Crossings, 2016b).  In addition, Virginia’s Route 288 project used $236 million, which allowed the 

entire 16.7-mile-long interstate-standard four-lane freeway to be built immediately; otherwise, this 

road would have been mostly two lanes on a four-lane right of way (Kozel, 2005).  (The $236 

million was the capital cost for the project; this capital was obtained by the private partner issuing 

bonds; Virginia will pay back this capital cost plus interest [Kozel, 2005]). 

 

Reasons for a Multimodal Project to Transition From P3 to Non-P3  

 

 One reason for changing from P3 to non-P3 status was that as more information was 

learned about the project, its financial viability was brought into question—but the way in which 

this reason manifests is specific to each project.  This reason was given for 4 of the 10 non-P3s in 

Table 5.  For Colorado’s I-70 Mountain Corridor, after an unsolicited proposal had been received, 

the interviewee noted that a separate traffic and volume study performed by the state DOT 

suggested that the revenue could not meet the costs for the project.  The Louis Berger Group, Inc. 

(2014) indicated that although a peak shoulder lane with tolling could be feasible under some 

conditions, this was not the case for full widening: if two lanes were added, tolls would not cover 

the sum of capital plus operating and maintenance costs.  In the case of Florida’s 54 Express (a 

term used by the interviewee) after an unsolicited bid was received from a private sector 

consortium, the project was cancelled when the private sector entity requested an additional $100 

million (beyond the original unsolicited bid submitted previously).  For California’s Anaheim’s 

Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, two factors contributed to the project not appearing to 

be financially viable: the weakening of the economy (in 2008), and the fact that because this was a 

relatively new business model, it was difficult to find a single entity who could finance, operate, 

and maintain the facility over a long period of time.  For the City of Atlanta, “costs of 

implementation” led to the decision not to pursue the project as a P3. 

 

 Interviewees for one of the 10 non-P3 projects in Table 5 provided an additional factor that 

could terminate pursuing a P3 for a project: design compatibility.  Although the private bid for 

Florida’s 54 Express had already been rejected, interviewees noted that had negotiations 

continued, operational questions (such as how much to charge for transit access to congestion-

priced lanes) and design questions (such as how to enable transit stations to provide access to 

adjacent land uses) would have required answers.   

 

 For four projects shown in Table 5 (Anaheim Regional Transportation Information Center, 

Atlanta Beltline, U.S. 54 Express, and Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project), although they had 

been listed as P3s in the literature (InfraPPP, 2014), interviews clarified they were not P3s.  (Note 

also that in that literature the U.S. 54 Express had been referred to as the “SR – 54 & 56 Toll Road 
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Concession” [InfraPPP, 2014]).  In addition, for another project the researchers had initially 

believed to be a P3, an interviewee with the Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project noted:  “We 

do not consider Crenshaw/LAX a P3 project, but that depends on your definition.  It is DB delivery 

method which is considered P3 under FTA/FHWA definition.”  To be clear, the methodology used 

by the researchers for determining that a project was or was not a P3 was to use the content of the 

interview: if the interviewee stated the project was not a P3, this label was used in Table 5, 

regardless of what was stated in the literature. 

 

 In the case of North Carolina’s Charlotte Gateway Station, which was not included in the 

survey, although there was initial interest in a P3, it was determined that state statutes prohibited 

such an endeavor, and the representative who provided this information also noted that the layout 

of the property was not compatible with such a development, relating to the design compatibility 

factor (Newton, 2014). 

 

 Upon review of the initial draft of this report, it was pointed out (O’Leary, 2016) that P3 

negotiations can be quite complex, such that a shift from a P3 to a non-P3 can occur for a variety 

of reasons.  For example, the manner in which risk is allocated, the tolls that are allowed, or other 

factors that lead to P3 agreements becoming complex can all lead to a shift from P3 to non-P3 

(O’Leary, 2016). 

 

Reasons for Including Multiple Modes in a P3 Project  

 

The interviews did not reveal an exact point at which multiple modes were considered but 

did reveal four reasons for including two or more modes in P3 projects as summarized in Table 6. 

 

1. The region’s vision called for multiple modes for 2 of the 23 projects.  For California’s 

Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, fixed guideway service (i.e., rail 

service) in the 820-acre Platinum Triangle area had been part of city plans for two 

decades and would support existing mixed-use development.  For Georgia’s Northwest 

I-75/575 HOV/BRT, future transit plans included express bus service on several 

Atlanta radial freeways.   

 

In addition, for Georgia’s Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, the interviewees noted 

consideration of multiple modes was supported by two studies conducted by the public 

sector.  The interviewees described these two studies as the Northwest Connectivity 

Study (conducted by the Greater Regional Transportation Authority) and one by the 

Georgia DOT Planning Office (a specific name for that study was not given in the 

interview).  The interviewees explained that the former study looked at managed lanes 

and bus rapid transit, and the latter study looked at truck-only lanes.  In general, the 

interviewees noted that when there is overlap between transit network needs and 

roadway network needs, multimodal solutions are often considered.   
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Table 6. Reasons From Interviews for the 23 Study Projects to Involve Multiple Modes
a
 

Reason Project  

Multiple modes are part of the long-

term vision for the region. 
 Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, California

b
 

 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

Multiple modes are sought because 

of public opinion. 
 US 36 Express Lanes, Colorado 

 High Desert Corridor, California 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 54 Express, Florida
b
  

 Atlanta BeltLine, Georgia
b
 

 Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project, Washington, D.C.
b
 

Multiple modes are naturally part of 

the project. 
 Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska 

 Miami Intermodal Center, Florida 

 InterLink, Rhode Island 

 I-4 Ultimate P3 Project, Florida 

 SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll Concession, Texas 

 Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, 

Illinois 

Use of multiple modes increases 

availability of financial resources. 
 US 36 Express Lanes, Colorado 

 InterLink, Rhode Island 

 Atlanta BeltLine, Georgia
b
 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 Katy Freeway Reconstruction, Texas
b
 

Other  I-70 Mountain Corridor, Colorado 

 Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal, Georgia 

 Regional Transportation District (RTD) FasTracks, Colorado 

 Light Rail Purple Line P3, Maryland 

 Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project, Illinois  

 CTA 95th Street Terminal Improvement Project, Illinois 

 Chicago O'Hare International Airport, Illinois 

 Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, California 

HOV = high occupancy vehicle; BRT = bus rapid transit; CTA = Chicago Transit Authority.
 

a
 Project titles used in the table were those the researcher had obtained from various websites and then subsequently 

used in communications with interviewees (unless interviewees changed the project title in which case the new project 

title is used).  Interview information is current as of the time the interview was conducted.
 

b
 The project was initially believed to be a P3; however, the interview, or communications after the interview, 

showed it was no longer a P3.  Thus in Table 5 it is listed as not being a P3. 

 

2. The public favored multiple modes for 6 of the 23 projects.  For two projects, interview 

results suggested this pressure appeared to begin with public participants and public 

officials.  The interviewee for California’s High Desert Corridor noted the public was 

interested in green energy (using the right of way for energy transmission lines from 

solar sources and wind farms) and rail and bicycle modes; in particular, the public 

wanted a multimodal project that would encompass various elements instead of the 

undertaking of separate environmental analyses and decisions in the future.  For 

Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine, demand for a bicycle lane and transit was evident from a 

regional survey of 4,500 people showing that almost 74% supported additional transit 

service.  For four other projects, this pressure was evident through the actions of elected 

officials.  For example, an executive order required that multiple modes, including 

transit, be considered within Colorado’s P3 process; a draft policy, provided by the 

interviewee, showed this consideration for managed lanes projects.  (That policy is now 
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in place.)  (In addition, the interviewee noted that a tax increase for an area-wide transit 

initiative had been passed in 2004.)  Interviewees with the Washington D.C. Streetcar 

PPP Project noted that a policy decision is made regarding inclusion of multiple modes 

before finances are discussed; this is consistent with Florida’s I-595 Express Corridor, 

where bus service was included because it was desired by the county (Broward) where 

the improvements were made.  For Florida’s 54 Express, interviewees noted that 

although multimodalism was not the main component of the P3 proposal, this aspect 

was of interest to the county, the metropolitan planning organization, and the Florida 

DOT. 

 

3. They were fundamental to the project for 6 of the 23 projects.  Florida’s Miami 

Intermodal Center links disparate transportation services—train, taxi, rental car, and 

bus—and helps reduce congestion on side streets near Miami International Airport.  

Rhode Island’s InterLink—which enables Rhode Island’s T.F. Green Airport to serve 

as a reliever to Massachusetts’ Boston Logan International Airport—accommodates a 

street-level bus stop, a bus layover facility, commuter rail, rental cars, and a moving 

skywalk.  Alaska’s Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel already provided rail service, but 

highway service was needed in response to federal rules that limited rail’s ability to 

move vehicles.  Florida’s I-4 Ultimate P3 Project entails managed lanes that, the 

interviewee explained, do not provide preferential treatment for buses.  (However, such 

lanes now allow public transit vehicles to use the lanes free of charge [Florida DOT, 

undated.])  A similar explanation applies to Texas’ SH 183 Managed Lanes: transit 

buses can use the lanes free of charge.  Illinois’ CREATE program involved grade 

separation between multiple surface modes (e.g., local streets, bus transit, and railroads) 

and also coordination between multiple rail modes (e.g., slower and longer freight 

trains and shorter and faster passenger trains). 

 

4. The P3 structure allowed for funding that would otherwise not have occurred for 5 of 

the 23 projects.  An additional fee placed on car rental customers will pay the bond for 

Rhode Island’s InterLink, which was the primary reason for the P3 model.  For 

Colorado’s US 36 Express Lanes and Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine, transit is subsidized 

through different mechanisms.  For the US 36 Express Lanes, the transit operator was 

the beneficiary of a tax increase enabling bus rapid transit service as part of a managed 

lanes project.  For the Atlanta BeltLine, interviewees noted that pursuit of the P3 

enabled consideration of more expansive transit service rather than acquiring service 

for “absolutely the least amount of money,” which could be the case for projects 

relying solely on federal funds.  Florida’s I-595 Express Corridor interviewee noted that 

consideration of multiple modes may depend on how payment is structured: rather than 

a true toll where the private sector takes the risk, the state makes an availability 

payment that does not vary with traffic.  The interviewee noted for I-595 that 

availability payments were used to repay long-term TIFIA loans and final acceptance 

payments used to repay short term bank debt.  Although not a P3, cost sharing by the 

transit provider and the toll road authority (for the same facility) was a reason for 

interest in multiple modes for Texas’ Katy Freeway Reconstruction. 
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In addition to the four reasons cited in Table 6, interviewees gave some additional 

viewpoints related to the involvement of multiple modes, and these have been categorized as 

“Other” in Table 6.  Interviewees with the I-70 Mountain Corridor noted that in general, multiple 

modes are considered when analyzing any project that will include some form of managed lanes.  

A similar view was expressed for the Light Rail Purple Line, where the decision to include 

multiple modes depends on the specific needs and scope of the solutions, and is made prior to 

deciding how a project will be delivered.  An interviewee who provided initial information for the 

Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project, the CTA 95th Street Terminal 

Improvement Project, and the Chicago O'Hare International Airport noted that in general, one can 

consider multimodal elements in order to improve connectivity or when examining projects from a 

systems perspective.  For the Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project, the interviewee noted that 

once the policy decision has been made, the interviewee’s role was to determine the most 

reasonable way to finance the project.  For the Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, 

interviewees noted that in general, multiple modes may be considered in order to increase revenue, 

but such consideration does not usually affect mode selection when the project is planned or when 

alternatives are scored.  For the remaining two projects, the relevant questions (see Question 3 in 

the notes to Table 4) were not posed during the initial interview. 

 

 With regard to one Virginia P3 project (Transform 66–Outside the Beltway), multiple 

modes were considered as a way to enhance transportation safety and travel reliability (VDOT, 

2015c). 

 

Milestones Used to Determine Whether Multimodal Components Should Be Included 

in the P3 Project 
 

No interviewees of the 23 projects noted the existence of a decision point specific to the 

P3 project development process where multiple modes were formally considered.  That said, four 

categories of explanations regarding the use of milestones (to determine whether multimodal 

components should be included in the P3 projects) are evident in Table 7.   

 

The first reason is that milestones cannot be used until the project is well defined, which is 

shown for two projects in Table 7.  With regard to the first reason, interviewees affiliated with 

Alaska’s Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel and California’s High Desert Corridor explained that 

the inclusion or exclusion of such modes defined the project.  Further, interviewees affiliated with 

Alaska’s Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel noted that in general, consideration of multiple modes 

in a given project is done on an ad-hoc basis; for example, interviewees noted that the need for 

multiple modes for this project was already apparent and it was that need that led to the use of the 

P3 mechanism.  (Interviewees noted the existence of construction milestones that are not geared 

toward deciding whether other modes should be considered.) 

 

The second reason, applicable to five projects, is that project conditions are evolving such 

that milestones are not appropriate.   
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Table 7. Reasons Given by Interviewees for Not Having Milestones for Consideration of Multiple Modes 

in P3 Projects
a
 

Reason Project  

Milestones cannot be used until the 

project is well defined. 
 Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska 

 High Desert Corridor, California 

Milestones are not used because project 

conditions are evolving. 
 I-4 Ultimate P3 Project, Florida 

 Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal, Georgia 

 Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, California
b
 

 InterLink, Rhode Island 

 Atlanta BeltLine, Georgia
b
 

Milestones are not needed because other 

processes are in place. 
 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 Miami Intermodal Center, Florida 

 Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency 

Program, Illinois 

 FasTracks, Colorado 

 Light Rail Purple Line P3, Maryland 

Formal milestones for P3 projects are 

being developed. 
 I-70 Mountain Corridor, Colorado

b
 

 US 36 Express Lanes, Colorado 

Other   Katy Freeway Construction, Texas
bc

 

 Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP Project
c
 

 54 Express, Florida
c
 

 Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project, 

Illinois
c
 

 CTA 95th Street Terminal Improvement Project, Illinois
c
 

 Chicago O'Hare International Airport, Illinois
c
 

 SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll Concession, Texas
c
 

 Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, California
c
 

 Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska
c
 

HOV = high occupancy vehicle; BRT = bus rapid transit; CTA = Chicago Transit Authority.
 

a
 Project titles used in the table were those the researchers had obtained from various websites and then subsequently 

used in communications with interviewees (unless interviewees changed the project title in which case the new 

project title is used).  Interview information is current as of the time the interview was conducted.
 

b
 This project was initially believed to be a P3; however, the interview, or communications after the interview, 

showed it is no longer a P3.   
c
 The Katy Freeway Construction interviewee noted that project milestones exist but not for the consideration of 

multiple modes.  An interviewee for four Illinois projects (Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction 

Project, CTA 95th Street Terminal Improvement Project, Chicago O'Hare International Airport, and Chicago 

Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program) noted that generally the decision to include or 

exclude multiple modes will be project specific but should be considered as part of the planning process.  For the 

Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, the interviewee had noted previously that modes do not play as much of 

a role as the need for the project at the project planning and screening phase.  For the Anton Anderson Memorial 

Tunnel, interviewees noted that bicycle and pedestrian facilities were considered as a result of public requests, 

however, the expected demand did not justify the additional cost for these modes.  No related questions were 

posed for the Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP project, the 54 Express, and the SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll 

Concession. 

 

Rhode Island’s InterLink interviewees noted that the most important factor (in terms of 

deciding whether to include or exclude modes) was the interdependent interests of stakeholders; 

for instance, the decision to involve multiple modes resulted, in part, when the airport, nine rental 

car companies, a commuter rail system, and the local mayor realized that there could be joint 

benefits to developing a corridor linking an existing airport and train station.  These joint benefits 
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became apparent because with the northeast corridor located a quarter mile away from the 

InterLink, the desire to consolidate rental car facilities, the city mayor being interested in 

redeveloping the area, and a state extension of commuter rail.  (The interviewees noted that for that 

particular project, a milestone occurred when the nine rental car companies realized they needed 

to speak with one voice in negotiating with the Rhode Island Airport Corporation.) 

 

A related example of milestones not being used because project conditions are evolving 

was noted for four other projects besides Rhode Island’s InterLink.  For California’s Anaheim 

Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, interviewees noted that until more experience with P3 

projects is obtained, the decision will be governed by the “current economy, policy, and 

funding”—all of which can change rapidly.  For three other projects, interviewees noted other 

factors that govern the inclusion of multiple modes that basically define the project: for the Atlanta 

Beltline, interviewees pointed out that the scope of multimodal projects is influenced by obtaining 

federal dollars; for the I-4 Ultimate P3, interviewees noted that P3 decisions are governed by (1) 

how badly an improvement is needed; (2) the source of funds for those improvements; and (3) if 

there are other options that are feasible; and for the Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger 

Terminal, interviewees noted that “each individual case would be different,” further noting that for 

that particular project, the Georgia DOT decided to include almost all modes at the inception of the 

project: bicycle, pedestrian, rental car, streetcar, bus, heavy rail, and light rail. 

 

Interviews for six of the 23 projects noted that additional P3-specific milestones are 

unnecessary because other processes are already in place.   

 

 Three of these six interviewees noted that for the alternatives analysis phase within the 

federal environmental process already considers multiple modes: Georgia’s Northwest 

I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Colorado’s FasTracks, and Illinois’ Chicago Region 

Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, interviewees noted elements of 

the federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.  For Colorado’s 

FasTracks, interviewees noted the Regional Transportation District had worked with 

the Colorado DOT to determine that a managed lane project was the preferred 

alternative in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  For Illinois’ Chicago Region 

Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, interviewees noted that some 

projects may merit a Categorical Exclusion (CE) [meaning no alternatives need to be 

considered]), but that for those that require an EIS, a full alternatives analysis will be 

needed.  For Georgia’s Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, interviewees noted that 

multiple modes are evaluated as part of NEPA. 

 

 For Florida’s I-595 and Florida’s Miami Intermodal Center, the state environmental 

process would, for a given location, result in consideration of a variety of alternatives.  

For instance, Florida’s Miami Intermodal Center interviewees noted the existence of 

the state-level Project Development and Environmental Study that recommends 

alternative modes that may make sense for a given corridor.  For a separate project in 

the same state (I-595 Express Corridor), interviewees noted that two such studies were 

conducted: one for the express lanes (which include bus service) and one that includes 

light rail.  Because a referendum to increase the sales tax to support light rail had failed, 
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that project has not advanced; however, the I-595 corridor has saved right of way that 

could be used for light rail if light rail becomes feasible.  Florida’s I-595 Express 

Corridor interviewees further noted the role of local support in deciding whether to 

include multiple modes, which is part of the environmental review process.   

 

 The Maryland Light Rail Purple Line interviewee noted that the decision to include 

multiple modes is made before the project delivery decision (e.g., should this be a P3?) 

is made.  Similarly, for Georgia’s Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, interviewees also 

noted that the decision to include or exclude multiple modes is made prior to the project 

being made available for a P3 submission.  (For this particular project, a concern was a 

50 year lease where the state could possibly be held liable if toll revenues dropped due 

to construction of a parallel facility; this liability was removed when the state changed 

the project from design, build, finance, operate, and maintain to just design, build, and 

finance.)  Similarly, Colorado’s FasTracks interviewees noted that because FasTracks 

served as a public transportation provider, the decision as to whether multiple modes 

should be included was made before the project was given to FasTracks.   

 

Interviewees for two Colorado projects, i.e., the I-70 Mountain Corridor and the US 36 

Express Lanes, noted the development of a policy with specific project development milestones for 

the inclusion or exclusion of alternative modes.  At the time of the interviews, the plan was to 

consider multimodal alternatives—including transit—for each project and to have surplus user fee 

revenue be applied toward transit or other forms of multimodal transportation.  That policy is now 

in place. 

 

Expected Impacts of Projects on Land Development 

For the 23 projects, there were 18 projects for which information on expected land 

development impacts was available.  For these 18 projects, the type of expected impact varied in 

terms of specificity: no impact (4 projects); more intense development in a specific location 

identifiable on a map or otherwise quantifiable (5 projects); more intense development but not in a 

specific location per se (7 projects); and some type of value capture (2 projects).  Table 8 provides 

the anticipated impacts: actual impacts will not be known until after the projects are completed. 

 

No Impacts on Land Use  
 

There were three projects for which specific land development impacts were not expected 

after construction.  Florida’s I-4 Ultimate P3 Project is in an established corridor with urban 

development already adjacent to the facility: although it should reduce congestion, the corridor has 

been in place for the past 30 years.  Florida’s I-595 Express Corridor had a similar rationale: the 

opening of the highway in 1989 led to an increase in residential development but additional land 

use impacts are not expected.  In response to “What are the expected land use impacts?”, an 

interviewee for Texas’ SH 183 Managed Toll Lanes Concession stated “Not per se” noting that the 

corridor is already congested and that the focus of the project is to provide alternatives.  That 

interviewee then noted that the entire corridor is heavily developed, but that some remote areas 

may redevelop, and that this development would occur with or without the roadway’s construction, 

but that possibly redevelopment might occur quicker with construction.   
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Table 8. Expected Impacts of Projects on Land Development

a
 

Type of Land Development Impact Project  

None: no land impact is expected 

(e.g., the project is an already 

developed area) 

 SH 183 Managed Lanes Toll Concession, Texas 

 I-595 Express Corridor, Florida 

 I-4 Ultimate P3 Project, Florida 

Specific: more intense development in 

a well-defined location (e.g., 20 

million square feet of commercial 

development) 

 US 36 Express Lanes, Colorado (Transit-Oriented Development) 

 Miami Intermodal Center, Florida (Joint Development) 

 InterLink, Rhode Island
b 

 54 Express, Florida (Transit-Oriented Development)
c
 

 Atlanta BeltLine, Georgia (Transit-Oriented Development)
b,c

 

General: more intense development in 

an amorphous location (e.g., near new 

access points for a given freeway) 

 Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT, Georgia 

 High Desert Corridor, California 

 Washington D.C. Streetcar PPP project, Washington, D.C.
c
  

 Katy Freeway Reconstruction, Texas
c
 

 Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center, California
c
 

 Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel, Alaska 

 Maryland Light Rail Purple Line P3, Maryland 

 Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, 

Illinois 

Value capture (e.g., land near the 

facility is sold to developers) 
 FasTracks, Colorado 

 Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger Terminal, Georgia  

Impacts not known or not discussed  I-70 Mountain Corridor, Colorado 

 Riverwalk Expansion/Wacker Drive Reconstruction Project, Illinois 

 CTA 95
th
 Street Terminal Improvement Project, Illinois 

 Chicago O’Hare International Airport, Illinois 

 Crenshaw/LAX Transit Corridor Project, California 

HOV = high-occupancy vehicle; BRT = bus rapid transit; CTA = Chicago Transit Authority.
 

a
 Project titles used in the table were those the researchers had obtained from various websites and then subsequently 

used in communications with interviewees (unless interviewees changed the project title in which case the new project 

title is used).  Interview information is current as of the time the interview was conducted.
 

b
 The fact that transit-oriented development is an expected impact for this project was obtained from planning 

documents (Atlanta BeltLine, Inc., 2010; City Centre Warwick, 2015), not from the interviews. 
c
 This project was initially believed to be a P3; however, the interview, or communications after the interview, 

showed it was no longer a P3. 

 

Interviewees associated with one of these three projects--Florida’s I-4 Ultimate P3 Project-- 

noted that a separate companion project, a commuter rail line, might indeed influence land 

development near the stations.  Consistent with the literature (Meyer and Miller, 2013), such 

projects illustrate the view that incremental capacity improvements have a lesser land use impact 

than improvements that provide brand new access.   

 

Specific Impacts on Land Use 

 

One land impact is more intense development at a specific location.  The interviewee 

noted that in contrast to the aforementioned I-595 and I-4 projects, which are in already-developed 

corridors, Florida’s Miami Intermodal Center is expected to attract retail establishments, hotels, 

and businesses near the facility.  The interviewee clarified that such land use impacts result from 

the nature of the project (e.g., in this case it is zoned for mixed-use) rather than the project being a 

P3 (or not P3) per se.  Florida’s 54 Express is expected to help support 15 large-scale developments 
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that have been approved but not built (and subsequent to the initial interview, interviewees noted 

that some of this anticipated growth is now occurring).  Further, the interviewee noted that a key 

impact is transit-oriented development around the stations, where the county has established an 

urban service area in its comprehensive plan that includes reduced impact feeds for higher density 

development in the corridor.  The interviewee noted that the combination of transit and managed 

lanes may encourage land development patterns similar to what was observed in Arlington 

(Virginia) where TOD is near heavy rail stations.  (In addition, the interviewee noted the 

importance of preserving right of way near ramps in order to retain modal options.)  Rhode Island’s 

InterLink supports a transit-oriented development; interviewees reported that the master plan 

includes a rezoning and the elimination of setbacks, and examination of the master plan (suggested 

to the interviewers by the interviewees) shows up to 2 million square feet of additional 

development centered on the InterLink (City Centre Warwick, 2015).  Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine 

interviewees cited examples of investment (e.g., almost $2.7 billion of development occurring near 

the facility), with the various subarea plans (e.g., Atlanta BeltLine, Inc., 2010) showing locations of 

high-intensity development near transit stops.  Finally, the interviewee with the US 36 Express 

Lanes noted all development is either close to transit facilities or facilities that provide access to 

transit. 

 

General Impacts on Land Use 

 

For some projects, land development impacts were defined as additional land 

development, but these impacts were not necessarily quantified.   

 

For California’s High Desert Corridor, population growth—and additional economic 

development—is expected at both ends of the corridor (where proposed High Speed Rail stations 

will be situated) and near highway-on/off ramps.  While noting that a toll project in an 

undeveloped area would have a larger impact on land use, the interviewee for Georgia’s Northwest 

I-75/575 HOV/BRT noted that because it is a retrofit, growth is expected at the new access points 

where the facility connects with local arterials, such as a new development near an interchange.  

(However, the interviewee noted that on a separate project, when the state had forecast last 

development impacts prior to construction, the forecast had the effect of increasing land prices 

prior to the state’s acquisition of right of way.)  For California’s Anaheim Regional Transportation 

Intermodal Center, interviewees noted that investors have periodically expressed interest in 

development opportunities; however, there has not been a formal solicitation for interest since the 

initial request for expressions of interest (after which the city could not find one entity willing to 

serve as a master developer that could commit to financing, operating, and maintaining the facility 

over a long period of time).  Illinois’ Chicago Region Environmental and Transportation 

Efficiency Program does not expect direct land use impacts according to the interviewees (e.g., 

transit-oriented development); however, the investments in rail and interchange capacity should 

stimulate two types of commercial growth: logistics industry employment (given Chicago’s role as 

a rail hub), and land development in the suburbs and the central business district (given the better 

connections provided by faster commuter rail service).  Based on the interview, the Washington 

D.C. Streetcar PPP project would expand “premium” transportation, and hence economic growth, 

to areas not currently connected to the existing subway system.  The Katy Freeway interviewee 

noted that the area is already developed but that during construction some right-of-way acquisition 
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affected existing property owners and that after construction there will be improvement in both 

“mobility and economics.”   

 

Interviewees with the Maryland Light Rail Purple Line noted that there is already 

substantial development along the line, however, the land in the corridor has the potential to 

become more developed in the future, recognizing that this land is privately owned and thus 

development decisions rest with the private sector.  Interviewees referred to the Record of Decision 

(Federal Transit Administration, 2014), which notes that the line will support “higher density in 

developed areas” including “mixed-use redevelopment” near the stations.  A map (Maryland 

Transit Administration, undated) also noted by the interviewee shows examples of planned 

residential and commercial developments near the stations.   

 

Finally, interviewees with the Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel have had an opportunity 

to observe some land use impacts in that once the tunnel allowed high operations (rather than trains 

transporting vehicles only), there was a 12-fold increase in vehicular traffic into Whittier [a 

community located in Prince William Sound], which prior to the construction of the highway was 

only accessible by driving vehicles onto flatcars that were then transported by rail.  However, 

interviewees noted that an even larger increase did not materialize because there was not additional 

land development to increase the “draw” of the tunnel.  (Moses and Brown [2014] clarify that the 

tunnel provides the only way to access the community of Whittier by highway, with the increase in 

number of vehicles transported rising from 240 per day to between 3,060 and 3,825 per day 

following construction of the project.) 

 

Potential Value Capture Examples 

 

Interviewees for two projects (FasTracks and the Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal 

Passenger Terminal) suggested some form of value capture where the facility will increase the 

worth of adjacent land, which may help finance the facility’s operation or construction.   

 

 For Colorado’s FasTracks, interviewees noted that generally, there are two ways to use 

real estate to help fund infrastructure improvements: one way is to sell land to 

developers and the other way is through a tax increment financing district.  A review of 

a piece of literature separate from the interview illustrates how the increased real estate 

values near the facility will help pay back the federal loans: a TIFIA program loan and 

a railroad rehabilitation and improvement financing loan; they, along with land sales, 

account for 70% of the project cost (Nichols, 2012).  Nichols (2012) clarified that the 

portion of property taxes attributed to increased land values—the “tax increment”—is 

thus used to pay back the federal debt. 

   

 For another potential P3 project (Georgia’ Atlanta Downtown Multi-Modal Passenger 

Terminal), the response from interviewees suggested to the researchers the possibility 

of additional land development and air rights.  Interviewees noted there are 4 acres of 

green space above the center that could attract residential and office development.  

Interviewees noted that the master developer had found that it was possible to create 

an additional 12 million square feet of retail, office, and residential space.  (The topic 
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of air rights was not mentioned in that interview but was mentioned in another 

interview as a possibility: interviewees with the Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT in 

Georgia noted that it was conceivable that, for a different project [the Miami 

Intermodal Center]), possibly office and residential areas above a terminal owned by 

the state could be leased to a P3 entity.) 

 

A related technique was used in Virginia with the Route 28 project where landowners 

along Route 28 agreed to pay for improvements to the corridor in 1988 through a special tax 

district (Route 28 Corridor Improvements, LLC, 2014).  The revenue bonds backed by proceeds 

from the Route 28 Tax District will be used to finance this project with VDOT funds (Route 28 

Corridor Improvements, LLC, 2014). 

 

 

Virginia Case Study: Application of the Value Capture Methodology Developed 

in This Study 

 

Overview 

 

Comments from interviewees for at least 2 of the 23 projects suggest potential private 

sector interest in participating in a variety of P3s.  First, interviewees for Florida’s I-595 Express 

Corridor explained how different payment structures could be implemented for multiple modes 

(e.g., a true toll where the concessionaire takes all the risk, a shadow toll where the DOT pays the 

concessionaire for each user of the facility, and an availability payment where the DOT pays the 

concessionaire a fixed amount regardless of traffic).  Second, interviewees for the Maryland Light 

Rail Purple Line P3 stated that the private sector is more concerned with ensuring the existence of 

a strong P3 process and contractual structure, regardless of transportation mode or technology.  

Such a process appears promising for three reasons. 

 

1. P3 projects are diverse.  The private component of Rhode Island’s InterLink and 

Florida’s Miami Intermodal Center included consolidation of rental car companies.  

This is a fundamentally different form of private sector participation than what had 

been proposed for Florida’s 54 Express for which the private sector would provide 

financing for what had traditionally been a public sector operation.  Even the 

allocation of risk can differ: in the case of Florida’s Miami Intermodal Center, the 

initial loan was taken by the Florida DOT rather than the concessionaire.  

 

2. P3 projects have diverse measures of success.  Contrary to the traditional view of a P3 

in which the private sector assumes the risk (Dochia and Parker, 2009), interviewees 

for two projects, i.e., Florida’s I-595 Express Corridor, I-4, and Colorado’s FasTracks, 

noted the use of availability payments, as defined by the FHWA (2010), that are made 

to the concessionaire regardless of demand.  These payments include a requirement 

that a certain level of service be attained.  For example, in the case of Colorado’s 

FasTracks, if certain transit performance standards are not met, the payment may be 

reduced up to 25% (and if standards are exceeded, a financial incentive is provided).  

Future measures of success are also evident: incorporating green energy transmission 
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lines for solar and wind farms in the right of way of the project (noted by the 

interviewee for California’s High Desert Corridor), it is conceivable that some future 

P3s might use a related performance measure such as ability of the corridor to supply 

energy needs for a given project. 

 

3. Public acceptance is occasionally a problem for P3s.  Just like other transportation 

infrastructure projects, P3s can incur public objection.  For Florida’s 54 Express, there 

was some perception by the public that lanes were being taken away (which was not the 

case); further, although construction was not imminent, the receipt of an unsolicited 

proposal may have contributed to that perception.   

 

These reasons suggest that the point at which multiple modes become part of the project 

may differ by project.  The inclusion of multiple modes may be early in the life cycle when the 

project is defined, or modes may be added later when some unique aspect of the project, such as an 

ability to share costs or take advantage of potential land impacts, becomes better understood.  

Value capture—e.g., the increase in the value of the land as a result of the multimodal P3 project—

is thus one potential element of such a process.     

 

A process for considering P3s already exists in Virginia (Commonwealth of Virginia, 

2014).  To augment such a process, land development impacts can be considered.  That is, the 

projects noted in the interviews also seem to suggest that in some cases, even if a project is not 

defined as a P3 per se, there can be utility in examining how the project may influence land 

development and using that analysis as a way of providing funding for the project.   

 

For example, although the possibility of pursuing Georgia’s Atlanta BeltLine as a P3 was 

raised but not resolved, this uncertainty did not prevent the project from benefitting from a form of 

value capture: tax increment financing, which accounts for about one-third of the expected revenue 

(Atlanta BeltLine Inc., 2013).  In this case, a roughly 10 square mile “tax allocation district” was 

established, with increases in property taxes above the amount collected in 2005, for a 25-year 

period being used to fund Atlanta BeltLine Projects (Atlanta BeltLine Inc., 2013).  In reference to 

Atlanta but not explicitly the BeltLine, DeLoach (2013) noted that tax allocation districts also have 

the advantage of being useful at sites with “persistent” problems such as environmental 

remediation.  Accordingly, a value capture case study was performed as a way of showing how to 

support a process for considering multimodal impacts of P3s.   

 

I-495 (the Capital Beltway) plays an important transportation role as a circumferential 

highway serving the metropolitan Washington, D.C., area.  Fluor Daniel (2003) noted: “Travel 

demand on the Capital Beltway routinely exceeds capacity during peak periods,” which leads to 

heavy congestion.  For a 14-mile section (Fluor Daniel, 2003), this problem prompted the 2012 

construction (Transurban Operations, Inc., 2015) of four new HOT lanes, which are now known as 

the I-495 Express Lanes, designed to expand capacity and deliver new travel options, such as 

express bus services and carpool lanes.  Two express bus services (Fairfax County’s Express 

Connector [Fairfax County Virginia, 2015] and OmniRide Tysons Express [Potomac and 

Rappahannock Transportation Commission, 2015]) are currently using the I-495 Express Lanes.  

The I-495 Express Lanes project is a good site for applying a value capture methodology, as the 
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necessary data sets are available from the local government.  The value capture case study has 

three components: 

 

1. application of the value capture methodology for Virginia 

2. results of the residential hedonic price model 

3. results of the commercial hedonic price model. 

 

Application of the Value Capture Methodology for Virginia 

  

Because the value capture methodology developed for this study requires four major steps, 

the application in Virginia followed those steps: (1) develop the hedonic price model, (2) construct 

the multimodal transportation network, (3) establish the impact boundary, and (4) select study 

variables. 

 

Step 1. Develop the Hedonic Price Model 

 

 The generalized hedonic function implemented in this report is Equation 1.  Although 

previous studies focused on residential properties given difficulties with analyzing commercial 

properties (Ko and Cao, 2013), both residential and commercial properties were considered herein.  

The study periods for the hedonic price model are the 2 years before (2006 and 2007) and the 2 

years after (2013 and 2014) the construction of the project.  Equation 1 presumes the change in the 

parcel value is based on a change in transportation characteristics T, and Pk refers to properties 

within the impact boundary defined in this study. 

 

 ln (Pk) = β0 + β1T + β2T × I(After) + β3Ak + β4S + β5×I(After) + β6I(After) + ε [Eq. 1] 

 

where 

 

Pk = property assessed value in dollars (k = 1 for a residential property and k = 2 for a 

commercial property) 

  

T = transportation characteristics reflecting the ease of travel 

 

S = neighborhood socioeconomic characteristics 

  

Ak = property attributes (k = 1 for a residential property and k = 2 for a commercial 

property) 

 

I(After) = indicator equal to 1 for after construction of a P3 project.  

 

 The indicator (I) reflects the effects after construction and that these effects are added to 

those before construction.  That is, before construction, Equation 1 is Equation 2; after 

construction, Equation 1 becomes Equation 3.   

 ln (Pk) = β0 + β1T + β3Ak + β4S + ε       [Eq. 2] 
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 ln (Pk) = β0 + β1T + β2T × β3Ak + β4S + β5 + β6 + ε     [Eq. 3] 

 

The reason for using a nonlinear dependent variable (the natural logarithm of the property 

value Pk) is that property values are never negative.  An alternative would have been to use a linear 

dependent variable, i.e., simply Pk.  In fact, some authors (e.g., Boarnet and Chalermpong, 2001) 

choose the linear specification or log-linear specification (e.g., that shown in Equations 1 through 

3) based on goodness of fit, such as the model with the highest adjusted R2.  However, such a 

criterion would not be appropriate unless the variances of the proposed dependent variables, i.e., 

Pk and ln(Pk), are similar. 

 

Step 2. Construct the Multimodal Transportation Network 

 

This study used the QGIS software package (previously known as Quantum GIS) (QGIS, 

2016), through which OSM data (Open Street Map, 2016) were downloaded and then incorporated 

into ArcMap GIS in order to integrate GTFS data, which can be imported by the add-on toolbox 

provided by ArcMap GIS.  However, GTFS does not always provide data on all transit services 

(GTFS Data Exchange, 2015).  For example, two express bus providers use the I-495 Express 

Lanes in Fairfax County, but GTFS provides information for only one: Fairfax County’s Express 

Connector.  Accordingly, OmniRide Tysons Express information was obtained from the National 

Capital Region Transportation Planning Board (2015).  Finally, a multimodal transportation 

network in GIS was created for the analysis.   

 

Step 3. Establish the Impact Boundary 

 

An impact boundary was established by setting a buffer from 0.2 mile to 1.0 mile along the 

I-495 Express Lanes.  The smaller boundary of 0.2 mile was chosen based on Langley (1981) 

investigating house prices near the Capital Beltway around Washington, D.C., and the larger 

boundary of 1.0 mile was chosen based on Ko and Cao (2013) regarding the impact of transit on 

property values in Minneapolis.  Parcel-level properties were selected when their centroids were 

located between the 0.2-mile and 1.0-mile impact boundary.  Figure 1 shows properties between 

these two impact boundaries. 

 

A total of 29,158 residential parcels and 1,418 commercial parcels were selected within the 

impact boundary.  Figure 2 depicts express bus service routes from two providers using the I-495 

Express Lanes. 
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Figure 1. Residential Properties (left) and Commercial Properties (right) Within Impact Boundary of I-495 

Express Lanes 

 

 

     
Figure 2.  Routes for Fairfax County Express Connector (dashed, red) and OmniRide Tysons Express (solid, 

blue).  These routes use I-495.  Residential properties within the impact area are shown. 
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Step 4. Select Study Variables 

 

 Table 9 shows the dependent variable (the property assessed value) and the independent 

variables used in the study.  Three types of proximity variables were incorporated to consider the 

features of the I-495 Express Lanes—the straight-line distance from each property to the nearest 

HOT lanes ramp (measuring the effect by HOT lanes); the straight-line distance from each 

property to the nearest express bus route that uses the HOT lanes (measuring the effect by 

multimodal component; the location of bus stops was not part of this analysis); and the straight-line 

distance from each property to the nearest regional activity center (measuring changed travel 

impedance for a person’s activities).  Impedance, i.e., the level of difficulty for traveling, can be 

measured in a number of ways, such as time, cost, distance, or some combination thereof.  For this 

study, the researchers chose distance as the impedance measure.  The single row in Table 9 

indicating a variable “DistActCenter” signifies the distance of each parcel to the regional activity 

centers throughout the region.  These regional activity centers are shown in Figure 3. 

 
Table 9.  Summary of Variables Used to Develop the Hedonic Price Model Shown in Equation 1 

Category Variable Definition Unit Data Source  

Dependent Variable 

Property 

Assessed Value 

PropertyValue Amount total property values assessed for 

property tax imposition 

U.S. Dollar Fairfax County 

Government  

(Stevens, 

2015a,b) 

Independent Variables 

Transportation 

Characteristics 

 

DistHOT Nearest distance calculated by geographic 

coordinates to HOT lanes ramps 

Meter (Open Street 

Map, 2016) 

DistBus Nearest distance calculated by geographic 

coordinates to bus routes 

Meter (GTFS Data 

Exchange, 

2015) 

DistActCenter Nearest distance calculated by geographic 

coordinates to regional activity centers 

Meter MWCOG 

(2014) 

Property 

Attributes 

No.Story Number of stories  Count Fairfax County 

Government 

(Stevens, 

2015c,d) 

No.Unit Number of units Count 

FoundArea Foundation area Square Feet 

BuildUse Building use - 

TotBuildArea Total area of the building Square Feet 

BuildAge Building age Year 

No.Bed Number of bedrooms Count 

No.Bath Number of full baths Count 

LivArea Livable area Square Feet 

RemoYear Year remodeled Year 

Socioeconomic 

Characteristics 

No.Job Number of jobs within 1 mile radius Count U.S. Census 

Bureau (2015) 

MWCOG = Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. 
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Figure 3. Regional Activity Centers Used to Compute Distance for Each Parcel From Nearest Regional Activity Center.  (This distance is thus the value for 

the variable “DistActCenter” for each parcel as shown in Table 9.) 
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  Although transportation was the key item of interest, the property attribute variables (such 

as the number of stories), number of jobs, and year dummy variables helped control for 

confounding factors, such as changes in the real estate cycle.  The property attribute–related 

variables and socioeconomic characteristics were similar to those used in other hedonic price 

model studies (e.g., Ko and Cao, 2013; Vadali, 2008).  The total number of jobs within a 1-mile 

radius from each property was computed with Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics 

(LEHD) data.  Figure 4 shows the changes in workplace locations, where the number of 

workplaces shrank from 5,604 (before construction) to 4,514 (after construction).  However, 

Figure 4 shows only changes in employment locations: it does not show the change in the number 

of jobs in that portion of Fairfax, which increased from 585,152 (before construction) to 594,125 

(after construction). 

 

  
Figure 4.  Employment Locations.  Pink/light locations denote locations before construction, and blue/dark 

locations denote locations after construction.  Although the number of employment locations decreased, the 

number of jobs in the figure increased. 
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In the selection process for study variables, parcels with errors such as a build year of 2100 

were removed from the analysis.  As shown in the data cleansing process in the Appendix, the 

removal of parcels with errors reduced the number of residential parcels by 11% and the number of 

commercial parcels by 39%. 

 

Results of Residential Hedonic Price Model 

 

 Table 10 presents the residential hedonic price model.  As suggested by Bartik (1988), the 

model retains those coefficients that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (p < 

0.05); thus, the number of jobs was removed as it did not meet this threshold.  The model shown in 

Table 10 includes only significant variables; variables that were not statistically significant were 

removed.   

 

 The model explains almost two-thirds (65%) of the variation in prices and appears to give 

reasonable results—with three surprises.  Although the model suggests that increasing the number 

of stories increases the value of the parcel if the number of stories is increased to three or more, the 

model suggests that an increase from one to two stories decreases the value of the parcel.  The 

model also suggests that increased age is associated with a lower parcel value but only up to a 

point: increasing the age beyond 61 years leads to an increased parcel value.  Remodeling 

residential properties during the period 2000-2005 is associated with a negative value.   

 
Table 10. Residential Hedonic Price Model  

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-value 

 (Intercept) 1.22e+01 2.00e-02 613.306 

 Distance to Express Bus Routes  (before construction) -3.23e-06 9.07e-07 -3.559 

 Distance to Express Bus Routes  (after construction) -1.20e-05 1.25e-06 -9.619 

 Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps  (before construction) 1.97e-05 1.02e-06 19.311 

 Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps  (after construction) 2.59e-05 1.41e-06 18.32 

 Distance to Regional Activity Centers (before construction) -5.50e-06 2.72e-07 -20.272 

 Distance to Regional Activity Centers (after construction) -5.78e-06 3.70e-07 -15.613 

 Number of Stories -1.50e-01 2.94e-02 -5.088 

 Number of Stories
2
 5.28e-02 9.68e-03 5.461 

 Number of Bedroom 4.23e-02 7.92e-04 53.453 

 Number of Full Bath 1.42e-01 1.33e-03 106.874 

 Building Age -7.93e-03 2.29e-04 -34.667 

 Building Age
2
 1.28e-04 2.93e-06 43.635 

 Livable area (in 100 scale) 3.22e-02 1.96e-04 164.323 

 Year Remodeled (≥2010) 2.18e-02 4.66e-03 4.679 

 Year Remodeled (≥2005 and <2010) 3.77e-02 4.56e-03 8.28 

 Year Remodeled (≥2000 and <2005) -9.20e-03 4.06e-03 -2.263
a
 

 Year Remodeled (≥1995 and <2000) 7.92e-02 9.12e-03 8.689 

 Indicator for after construction -1.57e-01 4.24e-03 -37.061 

 F-statistic 1.066e+04 

 Adjusted R-squared  0.652 
a
 The p-values for all variables are less than 0.001 except for Year Remodeled (≥2000 and <2005), for which the p-

value is 0.02. 
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 Finally, Peng (1993) suggested that a large intercept and a low adjusted R square can 

comprise a sign that substantial variation is not explained by the model.  Although the intercept in 

Table 10 is relatively large, the adjusted R-squared (0.65) is considerably larger than that noted 

when Peng (1993) raised the concern (0.39), which, along with the statistically significant 

variables, suggests the model does explain some variation.  However, the large intercept in Table 

10 may be a sign that site-specific calibration of the model is necessary—that is, this model may 

not be directly transferable from one site to another. 

 

 Because the model in Table 10 has six proximity-related variables, the coefficients alone do 

not fully explain the relationship between proximity and residential property values.  Accordingly, 

Figure 5 shows the relationship between proximity and residential values while other 

characteristics are held constant, as noted in the Appendix.  In addition, as described in the 

Appendix, Figures 5 through 9 were created after adjustment of the property values before 

construction based on the market change rate; that is, because residential prices countywide 

dropped by 20.9% from the before period to the after period, in Figures 5 through 9 the before 

prices were reduced by 20.9% to account for this market trend. 

 

 Proximity to express bus routes that use the I-495 Express Lanes influenced residential 

property values.  Figure 5 suggests that, after accounting for the market value change rate, 

residential properties located at zero distance from the bus routes increased in value after 

construction, from $335,408 to $370,518.  That is, without the positive impacts of the I-495 

Express Lanes, residential property values would have remained at $335,408.  This gap suggests a 

premium rendered by the proximity of express bus routes using the I-495 Express Lanes.  

However, because of the steeper slope after construction (with respect to the negative impacts of a 

parcel moving from the bus routes), the premium offered by proximity to express bus routes 

vanishes rapidly as the distance increases and disappears completely at approximately 8,000 meters 

(about 5 miles) away from the bus routes. 

 

 
Figure 5. Property Values as Function of Distance to Express Bus Routes 
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 Similarly, the proximity to regional activity centers after construction affects residential 

property values.  After the market value change rate was applied, the gap between $378,750 and 

$342,559 (Figure 6) suggests a premium attributed to the proximity of regional activity centers 

(with the I-495 Express Lanes serving to increase this access). 

 

 Unlike the two previous results that concerned bus travel and regional activity centers, 

proximity to HOT lanes ramps had a relatively small impact on property values.  As shown in 

Figure 7, after the market value change rate was considered, the model suggested that a parcel 

located near a regional activity center has a value of $330,765 rather than $315,081, attributable in 

part to the construction of the HOT lanes.   

 

 
Figure 6. Property Values As a Function of Distance to Regional Activity Centers 

  

 
Figure 7. Property Values as Function of Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps 
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 However, unlike with Figures 5 and 6, an increase in distance showed higher residential 

property values.  Before construction, an increase in distance also increased residential property 

values; however, the slope was steeper after construction than before construction.  It is possible 

that, as suggested by Cervero and Duncan (2002), impacts such as noise, fumes, or vibration from 

the highway could result in lower values near HOT lanes. 

 

Results of Commercial Hedonic Price Model 

 

 The second hedonic price model reflects how proximity to a P3 project affects commercial 

property values.  All coefficients are statistically significant with a p-value of 0.05 or less and show 

reasonable signs.  Because of their high p-values, coefficients for the distance to regional activity 

centers and the number of jobs were omitted in the final model shown in Table 11.  The adjusted 

R-squared is 0.462, which is near the average value of a toll road–related study with a hedonic 

price model (Boarnet and Chalermpong, 2001). 

 
Table 11. Commercial Hedonic Price Model  

Variable Coefficient Standard Error t-value 

 (Intercept) 1.53e+01 1.59e-01 96.003 

 Distance to Express Bus Routes (before construction) -1.34e-04 3.85e-05 -3.468 

 Distance to Express Bus Routes (after construction) 1.14e-04 4.79e-05 2.381
 a
 

 Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps (after construction) -1.10e-04 3.76e-05 -2.92
 a
 

 Number of Stories 2.20e-01 1.87e-02 11.746 

 Number of Units 1.53e-03 4.56e-04 3.357 

 Foundation Area (in 100 scale) 1.08e-03 1.24e-04 8.704 

 Property Type: Industrial Building -1.05e+00 1.20e-01 -8.764 

 Property Type: Office -5.90e-01 1.28e-01 -4.606 

 Property Type: Office Condominiums -2.06e+00 1.25e-01 -16.533 

 Property Type: Shopping Center 1.03e+00 1.80e-01 5.695 

 Total Area of the Building (in 100 scale) 4.19e-04 4.19e-05 9.997 

 Building Age -1.74e-02 3.15e-03 -5.532 

 F-statistic 208.1 

 Adjusted R-squared  0.462 
a
 The p-values for all variables are less than 0.001 except for Distance to Express Bus Routes (after 

construction), for which the p-value is 0.02, and Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps (after construction), for which 

the p-value is 0.004.  

 

 There are two key interpretations of the variables.   

 

1. Being close to a bus route commands less of a premium after construction than before 

construction.  Industrial properties have higher property values (all other things being 

equal) for parcels located closer to stops serving express bus routes than for parcels 

located further from such stops.  However, as shown in Figure 8, the negative impact of 

increasing this distance is not as severe following construction as it was before 

construction. 

 

2. The proximity to HOT lanes ramps increases commercial property values, which is in 

contrast to the residential model.  A possible reason for this may be that while 

“disamenities” such as increased noise may cause such properties to lose value,    
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commercial properties’ preference for locations where transportation is easily 

accessible is so important that it offsets such a reduction.  However, the steeper slope 

shown in Figure 9 means this premium diminishes rapidly as distance increases and 

disappears completely at approximately 3,000 meters (about 2 miles) away from the 

HOT lanes ramps.  

 

 
Figure 8. Property Values as Function of Distance to Express Bus Routes 

 

  

 
Figure 9. Property Values as Function of Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps 
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 In Table 11, even though the coefficient for the variable Distance to Express Bus Routes 

(after construction) has a positive value (1.14e-04), the “After” line in Figure 8 shows that property 

values decrease as distance (to express bus routes) increases.  The reason for this is that the slope 

of this line in Figure 8 is based on three variables: the Distance to Express Bus Routes (after 

construction), the Distance to Express Bus Routes (before construction), and the Distance to HOT 

Lanes Ramps (after construction).  The net effect of these variables is that an increased distance 

from the HOT lanes reduces property values, albeit not as much as before construction. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Lessons Learned From the Interviews 

  

 It is not unusual for a project’s status to change from P3 to non-P3.  This transition occurred 

for roughly two-fifths of the projects studied: (e.g., 10 of the 23 projects for which interviews 

were conducted were found not to be P3s and of the initial list of 35 candidate projects, 16 

were found not to be P3s).  Reasons for transitioning to non-P3 status included a lack of 

financial viability, an unanticipated conflict with state statutes, and potential design conflicts; 

in addition, some of the projects may never have been a P3. 

 

 Obtaining additional funds is not the sole reason for pursuing a P3.  Although this reason was 

cited as the motivating factor for most (10 of 13) projects pursued as a P3, additional reasons 

cited were improved service quality, additional construction expertise, and shortened time to 

build projects.  In total, such one or more of these additional reasons applied to 9 of the 13 

projects pursued as a P3. 

 

 Milestones for considering multiple modes in P3s are not generally used beyond existing 

processes.  For the 15 projects where data were available, specific milestones (unique to P3 

projects) did not exist for including or excluding multiple modes.  Interviewees pointed out that 

such decisions are part of the environmental review process (6 projects) and that conditions are 

so fluid that milestones are infeasible (7 projects); however, for 2 projects, formal policies for 

considering multiple modes in P3s are under consideration. 

 

 Land development impacts were considered in most (at least 18 of 23) of the projects, but the 

level of specificity varied by project.  Although interviewees expected 3 projects to have no 

identifiable land use impacts, for 5 projects more intense development was expected in a 

specific location, and for 2 additional projects, some form of value capture from the increase in 

land value was anticipated.  For an additional 8 projects, land development impacts were not 

attributed to an exact location but were anticipated—e.g., for Illinois’ Chicago Region 

Environmental and Transportation Efficiency Program, the rail switching impacts were 

expected to facilitate additional development in the central business district and the suburbs 

and support the logistics industry throughout the region. 
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 The conditions supporting a multimodal P3 are diverse.  Although some multimodal P3s 

comprise the implementation of a region’s long-term vision, others resulted from public 

pressure, a unique opportunity to bring together stakeholders to create a project that was 

otherwise infeasible or to solve a specific problem (notably Alaska’s Anton Anderson 

Memorial Tunnel).  Given that success for multimodal P3s is measured in different ways—

financial viability always matters but other metrics have included transit performance and the 

potential impact on land development—and given that P3s are sufficiently new so that a role 

for new participants is not always clear—there may be merit to agencies considering multiple 

modes at multiple decision points as P3s are developed. 
 

 

Value Capture Opportunity From the Virginia Case Study 
 

 For residential properties, the P3 project may have resulted in a greater premium being placed 

on proximity to transit.  This is suggested by the fact that after construction of the I-495 

Express Lanes, there was a greater negative coefficient for the variable indicating distance to 

transit.  The model suggests that after construction a parcel’s value drops by approximately 

$500 for each additional 100 meters the parcel is located away from the express bus routes. 

 

 For commercial properties only, the model suggests the better proximity to HOT lanes may 

have increased parcel values.  This premium is large enough to cancel out the disamenity 

effects for residential properties.  After construction, a commercial property’s value decreases 

by approximately $30,000 for each additional 100 meters the parcel is located away from the 

HOT lanes ramps.  Commercial properties have larger values than residential properties, which 

is why the $30,000 noted here is so much larger than the $500 noted for the 100 meters. 

 

 The initial question of interest was whether a multimodal P3 project’s impact on travel 

impedance (i.e., ease or difficulty of travel) could be reflected in new property values.  Given 

that changes in property values have been empirically detected, capturing those values could 

enhance the financial viability of multimodal P3s.  Because residential and commercial 

properties showed different impacts on property values, and because these impacts varied as a 

function of location and travel impedance, site-specific modeling to determine value capture is 

necessary.   

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

1.   VDOT’s Office of Public-Private Partnerships should share the results of the interviews and 

the value capture case study, or excerpts thereof, as appropriate, with local, regional, and 

VDOT planners.  There are opportunities during the project development process to consider 

multimodal components of P3 projects.  For example, other states’ practices collectively 

suggest that in a few (but not all) cases, explicit consideration of land development impacts 

can be one factor in implementing a P3 project.  In a few other cases in other states, factors 

other than financial viability, such as improved service quality, were important for 

implementing a P3 project.  Raising awareness of P3 practices in other states may lead to 

insights that are applicable to a given Virginia P3 project.  The high level screening reports 
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and the detail level screening reports prepared for potential P3 projects comprise one instance 

where local transportation plans can be integrated into P3 projects (as was done in Table 6). 

 

 

BENEFITS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Benefits 

 

To be clear, sharing these results would not guarantee any change in practice.  The 

interviews in other states showed that public-private partnerships are the product of detailed, and 

often-changing, negotiations between a variety of partners and multimodality is just one of 

several considerations.  For example, Virginia’s Pocahontas Parkway (Route 895) P3 project was 

a “financial failure” on two occasions because observed volume was not as large as forecast 

volume, rendering toll revenue insufficient to pay off the debt (Grymes, 2014).   

 

Further some funding sources may be restricted in terms of the types of modes they can 

support.  An example is the Hampton Roads Transportation Fund, which is managed by the 

Hampton Roads Transportation Accountability Commission.  Language in HB 1253 from the 2014 

General Assembly Session states that the fund may be used “solely for new construction projects 

on new or existing roads, highways, bridges, and tunnels” (Hampton Roads Transportation 

Accountability Commission, 2014).  Although text later in the bill notes that the Hampton Roads 

Transportation Accountability Commission has the power to enter into leases with various entities 

to operate transit and rail facilities, the quoted language restricts how new construction monies can 

be used. 

 

That said, consideration of multimodal solutions is a prominent portion of the VDOT 2016 

Business Plan (VDOT, 2015d).  For example, Action Item 1.4.1 notes the use of “multi-modal best 

practices” when reviewing land development plans.  One potential practice noted in this report may 

be to consider how multimodal investments can positively affect property values, as was done with 

the I-495 Express Lanes where closeness to bus routes had a positive impact on property values.  

Given that public-private partnerships are likely to continue, it is possible that some of these 

other projects (e.g., the expansion of I-66 west of the Capital Beltway [Office of Transportation 

Public-Private Partnerships, 2014]) may offer potential for the use of value capture, where 

positive effects may be expected based on the reduction of travel impedance.   

 

Tables 6 and 8 show ways in which P3 projects have been used to support transportation 

plans.  For example, California’s Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center and 

Georgia’s Northwest I-75/575 HOV/BRT were done in part because the region had a long-term 

vision for a multimodal network.  Other projects, such as Colorado’s US 36 Express Lanes, 

supported specific types of land uses.  Thus, Tables 6 and 8 show how projects can potentially 

support local or regional transportation plans.  This support can be based on the project itself 

(e.g., as per Table 6, a project might have multiple modes that is desired by the community) or 

this support can be based on the secondary effects of the project (e.g., how the project affects 

land development as shown in Table 8; congestion as noted in the literature review (e.g., Nichols 

and Belfield, 2016); or other impacts. 
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Implementation 

 

The most effective way to share the information provided in this report, as per 

Recommendation 1, is to place a hyperlink for the report in the “Resources” section of the 

website of Virginia’s Office of Public-Private Partnerships (2014).  The hyperlink for this report 

will be added as noted upon the publication of this report.   

 

The website already provides a link to a manual titled Implementation Manual and 

Guidelines for the Public-Private Transportation Act of 1995 (As Amended) (Commonwealth of 

Virginia, 2014).  The manual outlines the process to evaluate potential P3 projects with several 

high-level project screening criteria.  The “transportation priorities” associated with the criteria 

include three questions, one of which is noted here: “Is the project consistent with priorities 

identified by the appropriate transportation plans and programs, such as SYIP, STIP, and 

[metropolitan planning organization] plans and programs?”   
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APPENDIX 

 

DATA PREPARATION PROCESS 

 

 Because this study concerned both residential and commercial property values in multiple 

years, it was necessary to develop a formal process for preparing the data for analysis.   

 

Removal of Errors 

 

A first step was to check for abnormal values.  This check required the following steps. 

 

1. Unreasonably built years such as 0 or 2100 were deleted, and only properties that had 

been constructed within 100 years were considered. 

 

2. Only properties remodeled after 1995 were considered as an effective variable.  (No 

effects were assumed for properties remodeled before 1994.) 

 

3. Residential properties with no bathroom were deleted. 

 

4. Zero values of livable area for residential properties and foundation area and total area 

of the building for commercial properties were removed. 

 

5. Only livable areas more than 0 square feet and below the 95% percentile (3,698 square 

feet) of residential properties were used. 

 

6. The property values over $0 and below the 95
th

 percentile ($924,978 for residential, 

$52,193,883 for commercial) were used. 

 

7. Only industrial buildings (39.5%), offices (5.1%), office condominiums (23.6%), and 

shopping centers (4.4%) were considered based on their majority of proportions among 

19 commercial building uses. 

 

 After the data cleaning process, observations of residential and commercial parcels were 

reduced to 102,209 and 3,373 from 115,209 and 5,492, respectively. 

 

Examination of Proximity Effects 

 

 The development of Figures 5 through 9 required that certain variables in the hedonic price 

models be held constant while the proximity variable was changed.  The general approach was to 

pick either the most common value or the average value.  For example, consider the residential 

model where properties could be remodeled during four periods: 1995-1999; 2000-2004; 2005-

2009; and 2010-present.  Because the percent of properties remodeled during 2000-2004 (37.4%) 

was largest for that time period than for the other three time periods, Figure 5 was created based on 

properties being remodeled during 2000-2004.  Because the average number of bedrooms for all 
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residential properties was three, Figure 5 was created based on properties with three bedrooms.  

Table A1 shows the average values used to create Figure 5. 

 
Table A1. Average Values for Interpretation (Residential Property) 

Variable Average Value 

Distance to Express Bus Routes (before construction) (meters) 2333 

Distance to Express Bus Routes (after construction) (meters) 1184 

Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps (before construction) (meters) 2798 

Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps (after construction) (meters) 1421 

Distance to Regional Activity Centers (before construction) (meters) 5202 

Distance to Regional Activity Centers (after construction) (meters) 2618 

Number of Stories 1 

Number of Bedroom 3 

Number of Full Baths 2 

Building Age (year) 43 

Livable Area (in 100 scale) (square feet) 15 

 

 A similar approach was applied for the commercial hedonic price model.  Industrial 

buildings (39.5%) were chosen because of its largest proportion among property types, and all 

other variables were set at conditions near the average values of the data (Table A2).  These were 

used to create Figures 8 and 9.   

 
Table A2. Average Values for Interpretation (Commercial Property) 

Variable Average Value 

Distance to Express Bus Routes (before construction) (meters) 1649 

Distance to Express Bus Routes (after construction) (meters) 829 

Distance to HOT Lanes Ramps (after construction) (meters) 1134 

Number of Stories 2 

Number of Units 6 

Foundation Area (in 100 scale) (square feet) 126 

Total Area of the Building (in 100 scale) (square feet) 472 

Building Age (year) 34 

 

Accounting for the Market Change Rate 

 

 The market value change rate was applied to all property values before construction.  This 

market change rate stems from the assumption that the values after construction (2013 and 2014) 

already reflected the market trend of property values.  Fairfax County (2006, 2007, 2013, 2014) 

estimated the median and average market values of residential properties.  Based on these data, the 

average residential market values within Fairfax County were $619,680 (2006), $626,237 (2007), 

$490,659 (2013) and $494,284 (2014), respectively.  The average market value dropped from 

$622,958 (2006 and 2007) to $492,471 (2013 and 2014) by an average of 20.9%.  Thus the before 

property values were reduced by 20.9% to account for this change in market conditions.  Figure 5 

was thus created by assuming that residential property values (where home remodeling was done 

between 2000 and 2005) had the same trend of a 20.9% reduction in value.  A similar approach 

was used for Figures 6 through 9.  For Figures 8 and 9, the residential rate used earlier (Fairfax 

County, 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014) was applied to commercial properties, as a commercial-based 

change rate was not available.    
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 Figure A1 illustrates how the model interpretation would be affected if market change rates 

had not been used.  The left side of Figure A1 does not use market value change rates, whereas the 

right side of Figure A1 repeats Figure 5 where before prices were reduced.  The slope of the lines 

during the after period would not have been affected; for example, the increase in value suggested 

by proximity to bus routes would be retained.  However, the magnitude of the parcel value during 

the before period would have been higher, reflecting the fact that throughout Fairfax County, 

residential prices were about 20.9% higher during the before period (2006 and 2007) than the after 

period (2013 and 2014). 

 

  
Figure A1.  Property Values as a Function of Distance to Express Bus Routes.  Left: Market value change rates 

are not considered.  Right: Market value change rates are considered.. 
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